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Abstract

The Round Dance Halls of Texas:

History of a Building Type, 1897-1937

Stephanie Louise McDougal, MSHP

The University of Texas at Austin, 2008

Supervisor:  Michael Holleran

Texas is home to many dance halls, but only 18 are known to have been built with

a “round” (non-orthogonal) plan. Their common design was first conceived by the Austin

County carpenter Joachim Hintz in 1897 for the twelve-sided Bellville Turnverein

Pavilion. For the next 40 years, variations on the building type were disseminated and

constructed exclusively in Central and South Texas farming communities settled by

German and Czech immigrants. These structures were probably based on the octagonal

barn plans promoted heavily in the agricultural press at the end of the nineteenth century,

yet they look nothing like the round barns of New York and New England or the domed

masonry dairy barns of the upper Midwest. This building type is unique to Texas. The

majority of the state’s six-, eight-, and 12-sided dance halls were built in a line along

State Highway 36 and the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railroad. This thesis explores the

architectural history and physical characteristics of these very special Texas dance halls.
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INTRODUCTION

Texas is home to a sizeable collection of historic dance halls, many of which have

survived for more than 100 years due to an agreeable climate and the support of

longstanding community organizations. Of the many dozens of these structures, 18 are or

were “round” — six-, eight-, 12-, or 16-sided. The oldest is located on the Gulf Coast in

Galveston, with the majority found in Central Texas and the rest scattered across the

state’s southern coastal plains. Four of these halls have been lost, one as recently as

January 2007. All 18 were built by, and the survivors are still associated with, German

and Czech immigrants and their organizations.

The round dance halls of Texas include, in order of construction date:

• Garten Verein (Garden Club) Dancing Pavilion, Galveston, Galveston

County, 1880, octagon

• Bellville Turnverein “Gut Heil” (Good Health) Pavilion, Bellville, Austin

County, 1897, dodecagon (twelve-sided)

• Gruenau Turn and Schuetzen Verein Hall, Yorktown, DeWitt County, built

in 1900 and lost to fire in 2007, octagon

• Peters-Hacienda Community Hall (Peters Schuetzen Verein), Peters

Community, Austin County, 1900, octagon

• Cat Spring Agricultural Society Pavilion, Cat Spring, Austin County,

1903, dodecagon

• Appelt’s Hill Gun Club, Schulenberg, Fayette County, 1909, 16-sided

(oval – basically two halves of a 12-sided gazebo attached to either end of

a rectangular hall)
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• KJT Hall, Fayetteville, Fayette County, built 1912 and demolished 1993;

octagon

• SPJST Lodge No. 40, Hillje, Wharton County, construction date unknown,

burned down in 1969, octagon

• Liedertafel Singing Society/Fireman’s Hall, Sealy, Austin County, 1914,

octagon

• KJT Riverside Hall, East Bernard, Wharton County, built in 1927, lost to

fire in 1986 and rebuilt in 1987, octagon

• Nordheim Schuetzen Verein (Shooting Club) Hall, Nordheim, DeWitt

County, 1927, octagon (oval)

• Coshatte Hall, Coshatte Community, Austin County, 1928, octagon

• Mixville Sunrise Hall, near Wallis, Austin County, 1928, hexagon

• Sons of Hermann Lodge No. 301, Deanville, Burleson County, 1931,

octagon

• SPJST Lodge No. 15, Buckholts, Milam County, 1936, octagon

• American Legion Hall, Wallis, Austin County, 1937, octagon

• KJT Society No. 71 Hall, Ganado, Jackson County, construction date

unknown, octagon

• Orange Grove Rifle Club Hall, Orange Grove, Jim Wells County,

construction date unknown, octagon

This thesis focuses on the 10 halls that extend in a line from Buckholts south to

East Bernard, along State Highway 36 and the Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe Railroad (now

the Burlington Northern Santa Fe). Their common design — indeed, their very existence

— can be traced to a man named Joachim Hintz: a single builder among a small

community of learned men who became farmers out of necessity and, in so doing,
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founded the oldest agricultural society west of the Mississippi. While it is likely that at

least some of the other halls were influenced by this builder’s designs as well, this thesis

focuses on the halls comprising the bulk of this collection, which are both extant and

geographically contiguous.

Figure 1. Map of round dance halls in Texas. Drawing by the author.
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This thesis is divided into two parts. The first section consists of an historic

context narrative, which explores

• the forces that brought Czech and German immigrants to Texas in the

middle of the nineteenth century;

• the development of their communities and cultural life in Texas;

• the formation of the Cat Spring/Austin County Agricultural Society;

• the round barn movement of the late 1800s and early 1900s; and

• potential design influences that were considered but ultimately rejected.

The second section includes

• the common construction characteristics found in the round dance halls;

• a summary of the life and work of Joachim Hintz, whose designs for the

first three round halls in Austin County became the basis for at least eight

similar structures; and

• an architectural history and detailed description of each hall.

The terms “round” and “non-orthogonal” are commonly used to describe multi-

sided barns, and since dance halls are somewhat similar to barns in construction and

appearance, the author has followed the lead of barn historians in the use of this

nomenclature.  As Richard Triumpho explains in Round Barns of New York, “the word

‘round’ has gained acceptance as a generic term for barns of circular shape whether truly

round like a barrel or polygonal with five or more sides of equal length.” 1 Allen G. Noble

and Hubert G. H. Wilhelm, writing in Barns of the Midwest, use the term “non-

orthogonal” to describe barns with a non-rectangular footprint (six, eight, nine, 12, 13,

                                                  
1 Richard Triumpho, Round Barns of New York (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2004), p. 5.
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15, 16, or 18 sides) in order to differentiate them from the truly barrel-shaped barns found

most commonly in Upper Midwestern states such as Wisconsin. Although none of the

Lone Star State’s dance halls are truly round, the word “round” is commonly used in

Texas to describe a multi-sided dance hall constructed in a roughly round or oval shape,

and this thesis will follow suit. In order to differentiate, barrel-shaped buildings will be

described as “true-round.”

In addition to the round dance halls, Texas is home to a number of houses,

lighthouses, and other buildings constructed in an octagonal shape. Four of these

buildings — the Vereins Kirche in Fredericksburg (Gillespie County), the Virginia Field

Park pavilion in Calvert (Robertson County), the Waxahachie Chautauqua Auditorium

(Ellis County), and the Sylvan Beach Park Pavilion in LaPorte (Harris County) — are

sometimes included in lists of Texas round dance halls but are not included in this thesis,

due to differences in their construction and purpose versus the buildings listed above.

Specifically:

• The Vereins Kirche, or “Union Church,” was a church, school and meeting

hall. It is significantly smaller than the round dance halls, and its roof is

supported by five interior columns.2

• The architect-designed, octagonal open-air bandstand in Virginia Field Park

(500 Pin Oak Street, Calvert, Texas) was constructed in 1895 and is

covered by a two-tiered concave gazebo roof, topped by a large spire.

• The 1902 Waxahachie Chautauqua Auditorium (in Getzendaner Memorial

Park, originally West End Park, on Grand Avenue in Waxahachie, Texas) is

a large theater-style structure with fixed bench seating for approximately

                                                  
2 The Vereins Kirche occupies only 2268 square feet of space, as opposed to the nearly 10,000-square-foot
pavilion at Cat Spring. The original church was razed in 1896; a replica was built in 1936 by the Gillespie
County Historical Society.
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2500, facing a permanent stage; its peaked roof and ceiling are supported

by multiple posts distributed throughout the space.

• Sylvan Beach Park Pavilion is a modern ballroom constructed in the early

1950s to replace an earlier structure that burned in 1943. While a lovely

building in its own right, this building is architecturally unrelated to its

nineteenth-century Central Texas predecessors.
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SECTION I.

In order to understand the round dance halls of Texas, one must begin by

examining the communities and cultures that built them. All of the round dance halls

were constructed by German or Czech organizations that filled a variety of needs for their

members. As a result, these halls were the “community centers” of their time — places

where meetings, events, and celebrations of all sorts were held. Dances were the primary

social activity for both ethnic groups.

Although Czech and German immigrants strove mightily to preserve their own

traditions, languages, and national identities, their close proximity to one another in

Central Texas inevitably led to commingling and the sharing of information and ideas.

The spread of the round dance hall form throughout Austin County, west into Fayette

County, south to Wharton County and to the German settlements in South Texas is

undoubtedly a function of communication and socializing between neighboring farming

communities and interest groups.

Chapter 1.
German and Czech Immigration to Texas and Austin County

Stephen Austin’s plan to colonize Texas, then a Mexican state known as Coahuila

y Tejas, began in the 1820s. Austin’s own residence was located in San Felipe de Austin,

about 15 miles southeast of present-day Bellville; San Felipe was the original county seat

when Austin County was formed as part of the County Government Act of 1836.

Bellville, founded in 1822 by the brothers Thomas and James Bell (who were among the

original 25 families in Austin’s colony), was first settled by Anglos from the southeastern
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United States.3 Not far away, a Dutchman known as Baron von Bastrop received a land

grant about 30 miles from Austin’s colony and established the first German colony, at the

present location of Bastrop, Texas, in 1823. This was soon decimated by Indian attacks

and abandoned.4

Figure 2. Map of Texas, with Austin County highlighted. Drawing by the author.

Significant German immigration to Texas began in 1831 with Friedrich Ernst, a

bookkeeper from Oldenburg, who emigrated with his family in 1829 to New York. There,

                                                  
3 Isabel Frizzell, Bellville: The Founders and Their Legacy, 2nd ed., (New Ulm, Texas: Enterprise Printing,
2007), 1-10.
4 Moritz Tiling. The German Element in Texas (n,p., Houston, Texas, 1913), 9.
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Ernst met Charles Fordtran, a tanner from Westphalia. The two men decided to seek their

fortunes in Missouri and (with Ernst’s family) sailed as far as New Orleans, where they

learned that the Mexican government was offering land for settlement in Coahuila y

Tejas. They sailed on to Harrisburg, near the site of present-day Houston, and there the

Ernst family remained for five weeks while Fordtran went ahead to look for a suitable

location. The family finally made the journey by oxcart to San Felipe de Austin. After a

brief stop, they continued west to a site about 14 miles past Bellville, where they

established the community of Industry. Not long afterward, Friedrich Ernst wrote an

enthusiastic letter to a friend in Oldenburg, extolling the benefits of life in Texas, and the

letter was widely published in German newspapers.5

Figure 3. Map of Austin County. Drawing by the author.

Many immigrants from Germany in the 1830s and 1840s were well-educated

urbanites fleeing political persecution or mandated military service. Agricultural disasters

                                                  
5 Glenn Lich, The German Texans (Institute of Texas Cultures, University of Texas at San Antonio, 1996),
9, 18, 19; Tiling, The German Element in Texas, 14-18.
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drove farmers from the country as well: a potato blight in 1845 and poor harvests in

1846-47 and 1851-54 combined with increased mechanization, population pressures, land

shortages, high taxes, and other problems to spur emigration from Germany. As a result,

a steady stream of emigrants left Germany in the 1850s, and by 1854, nearly 250,000

Germans had made their way to the United States. In 1860, Germans made up about half

of Austin County’s population and nearly 100% of the populations of Industry, Cat

Spring, and New Ulm in the western part of the county.6

Unlike the later, more organized colonization effort by German noblemen, which

led to the establishment of Fredericksburg and New Braunfels, early German immigration

was rather haphazard. Families in Germany simply read Ernst’s letters in their

newspapers and decided to make the voyage to Texas. Once they arrived on the Gulf

Coast at Galveston, Indianola, or Houston, these settlers encountered disease (particularly

in wet, mosquito-ridden Houston) and a variety of hardships during the overland passage

to the interior. In 1834, one such band of travelers made the perilous eight-week journey

across the Atlantic, survived being shipwrecked off Galveston Island for more than a

month, and eventually made their way to central Texas, settling near the Colorado River.

Among them were the Kleberg and von Roeder families, who settled at Cat Spring, in

Austin County, and William Frels, who established Frelsburg, the first German settlement

in Colorado County. Many of the other families in their group settled near the Ernst farm

in Industry, where Mrs. Ernst operated a hotel for immigrants passing through the area.7

                                                  
6 Dora L. Alford, Confounding Times: A Study of Austin County, 1860-1870, thesis, Abilene Christian
University, 1997, 3-6; Terry G. Jordan, German Seed in Texas Soil (Austin: University of Texas Press,
1966, 1975), 39.
7 Cat Spring Agricultural Society. The Cat Spring Story (n.p., Cat Spring, Texas, 1956), 7; Alford,
Confounding Times, 23-24.
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Like many of the early German immigrants, the Klebergs and von Roeders were

well-educated; W.A. Trenckmann describes the majority of the first settlers of Cat Spring

as being “lively young people of the educated classes.”8 From diaries and accounts of the

time, published in various histories of German and Czech immigration, it is clear that

many of the families settling in Texas in the mid-1800s did not come from farming

backgrounds. Nevertheless, farming became their livelihood. Robert Kleberg remarked of

his family’s first house construction tasks that, “not being accustomed to manual labor,

                                                  
8 Tiling, The German Element in Texas, 25-29; W. A. Trenckmann, History of Austin County, 1899,
published in the Bellville resident’s German weekly newspaper Der Wochenblatt and translated into
English by his adult children sometime later.

Figure 4. Map of immigration paths into Texas. Drawing by the author.
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we proceeded very slowly.”9 Rosa von Roeder Kleberg wrote, “My brothers had pictured

pioneer life as one of hunting and fishing, of freedom from the restraints of Prussian

society; and it was hard for them to settle down to the drudgery and toil of splitting rails

and cultivating the field, work which was entirely new to them.” The women in the

Kleberg family were equally unprepared for the demands of pioneer life. Rosa Kleberg

and her sisters learned to sew clothing, which they sold to earn money during the first

few months of their life in Texas, living in Harrisburg. She wrote, “We were all unused to

that kind of work, but we felt that we must save our money; and, when required by

necessity, one learns to do what one has never done before.”10

In 1838, a group of Germans in New York organized the Germania Society with

the intention of establishing a German colony in Texas. One hundred and thirty emigrants

traveled to Galveston the following year, but a yellow fever epidemic in Houston caused

many to return to New York. Most of the single men who stayed traveled to Cat Spring

and bought land from the Klebergs. In 1847, the Klebergs moved to DeWitt County,

where they became one of Texas’ prominent ranching families.11

By the early 1840s, several thousand Germans — primarily from northern

provinces — had made the transatlantic voyage to Texas.12 Landing first in Galveston

and then traveling overland from Houston or Indianola, these immigrants settled largely

in Austin, Colorado, Fayette, Washington, DeWitt, and Victoria Counties.

In 1842, a group of noblemen in Germany formed a society, known as the

Adelsverein, to promote German colonization in Texas. The first colonists sponsored by

the Adelsverein, mostly from western and northwestern Germany, arrived at Galveston in

                                                  
9 Tiling, The German Element in Texas, 28.
10 Lich, The German Texans, 19.
11 Tilling, The German Element in Texas, 44-47.
12 Lich, The German Texans 9, 18, 19; Tiling, The German Element in Texas, 14-18.
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December 1844. Unfortunately, the organization’s lack of information and funding left

many colonists poorly provisioned and living in extremely primitive conditions.

Nevertheless, the Adelsverein alone brought nearly 7400 German immigrants to Texas

between 1844 and 1847.13

In 1848 and 1849, political uprisings throughout Germany were forcibly put down

by the King of Prussia, and vast numbers of German intellectuals, farmers, and tradesmen

emigrated to America.14 Similar incidents throughout Eastern Europe — combined with

religious and economic persecution under the Austro-Hungarian Empire under Franz

Josef — inspired merchants, craftsmen, and farmers from Bohemia and Moravia (part of

the present-day Czech Republic) to make their way to the United States.15

In Bohemia and Moravia, hundreds of years of foreign domination and forced

Germanization had left the country economically and culturally bereft. Farmers were

particularly disadvantaged by the consolidation of farmland under an ever smaller

number of landowners, and the Industrial Revolution of the early 1800s further squeezed

rural dwellers whose farming income had been supplemented by small-scale home

manufacturing. The economic realities of their situation gave many Czechs little reason

to remain in their homeland, and America held the promise of a better life.16

Czechs began to immigrate to Texas in the early 1850s, settling first at Cat

Spring, where in 1849 the Reverend Josef Ernst Bergmann17 had been hired to minister to

German Protestants. Like Friedrich Ernst, Bergmann was a prolific letter-writer whose

                                                  
13 Lich, The German Texans 9.
14 Tiling, The German Element in Texas, 121.
15 Roger Kolar, Early Czech Dance Halls in Texas (typewritten report, 1975); “Czech-Texans,” Texas
Almanac 2008-2009.
16 William P. Hewitt, The Czechs in Texas: A Study of the Immigration and the Deveopment of the Czech
Ethnicity, 1850-1920 (Dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 1978), 1-17.
17 Bergmann’s name is alternately given as “Arnost Bergman.” Henry R. Maresh and Estelle Hudson.
Czech Pioneers of the Southwest (Houston, Western Lithograph Press, 1934, 1962, 1996), 27.
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correspondence praising Texas in 1852 was published in a Moravian newspaper,

Moravske Noviny,18 spurring the first small waves of Czech immigration. Many of these

Czech immigrants traveled initially to Cat Spring, using that community as a base before

moving on to nearby German settlements. A few years later, Fayetteville supplanted Cat

Spring as a stopover point, and after the Civil War, Czech immigrants began arriving in

such numbers that Fayetteville, originally a German community, eventually became

almost entirely Czech.19 The Czech immigrants initially concentrated in Austin, Fayette,

Lavaca, and Washington Counties, spreading mostly north and west through the later

decades of the 1800s, and much later into the Dallas and Fort Worth areas. They

generally avoided the Gulf Coast and South Texas until around 1913, when an influx of

Czechs began to settle around Corpus Christi, a trend that continued through the 1930s.20

Between 1848 and 1860, immigrants from Germany settled primarily in the major

cities (Austin, Galveston, Houston, and San Antonio), in the Hill Country west of Austin,

and near the older German communities between Austin and Houston. While German

towns in the Hill Country tended to be more isolated and insular, the immigrant

communities in the eastern counties (Fayette, Austin, Colorado, Victoria, DeWitt,

Lavaca, Washington, and Lee) included Czechs, Wends (Lusatians), and Poles. The

eastern immigrant communities had more social and commercial contact with each other

and with their Anglo and Mexican neighbors than did the German settlements to the west,

resulting in more rapid assimilation and sharing of information and ideas than was found

in the western counties.21

                                                  
18 Hewitt, The Czechs in Texas, 45-47.
19 “Czech-Texans,” Texas Almanac.
20 Czech Heritage Society of Texas, Czechs Across Texas (typewritten booklet, 1986).
21 Lich, The German Texans, 44-45.
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An improved economy and the normalization of agricultural harvest yields led to

a sharp decrease in emigration from Germany in the 1860s and 1870s. However, as the

1880s began, cheap produce imported to Europe from America and Australia once again

placed German farmers in a financial vise; forced to charge lower prices for farm

products while at the same time facing a higher cost of living and higher taxes,

immigration to America resumed in earnest during the 1880s. This time, however, the

immigrants tended to be farmers, rather than educated city dwellers.22

Chapter 2.
Immigrant Life in Central Texas

Many of Texas’ extant dance halls, not just the round ones, are associated with

ethnic organizations, including social clubs, church groups, and fraternal benefit

societies.

The “Turner” movement in Germany began in 1811 as a gymnastic or athletic

league and was transported to the United States by the “Forty-Eighters,” a large

contingent of Germans who emigrated in 1848. First established in Cincinnati and New

York, Turn Vereins (athletic clubs) were organized in Texas as early as 1850, as a way to

preserve the German culture in a new land.23 The Turners’ motto was “a sound mind in a

sound body,” and the Turn Vereins were concerned primarily with physical education and

development. These groups also conducted English language classes for immigrants (as

well as German language classes for American-born children), established libraries and

schools, and sponsored many cultural activities and celebrations.24 As the educational

                                                  
22 Jordan, German Seed in Texas Soil, 39.
23 Handbook of Texas Online, s.v., “TURNVEREIN MOVEMENT,” http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/
handbook/online/articles/TT/vnt2.html (accessed July 7, 20007).
24 Annette R. Hofmann, speech given at the Athenaeum, Indianapolis, Indiana, August 3, 1998.
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functions of these organizations became less important, the social opportunities they

afforded sustained interest and active participation. For German men, schuetzen vereins,

or shooting clubs, provided additional opportunities for hunting, recreation, and

fellowship, with clubs traveling regularly to compete against one another in all-day

Sunday matches. Singing clubs were also popular, particularly among German men.

The social lives of German immigrants centered around the family, music, and

dancing, and as a result, occasions such as weddings and birthdays were often celebrated

with a dance. May Fests and October Fests are long-standing traditions still celebrated by

many of the turn vereins and schuetzen vereins in Texas, and these events always include

feasts and dancing. The German people took advantage of opportunities for entertainment

whenever possible, and approached even everyday tasks with the goal of making them

enjoyable.25

The Czech immigrants tended to be more involved with the Catholic and

Moravian Brethren churches than with social clubs, but dancing was their primary social

activity as well. They constructed temporary dancing platforms for festivals and

weddings, and later replaced these structures with dance halls. 26

Immigrants in Texas also recognized the need to take care of their own. The

Czech-Slavic Benevolent Society (CSPS), founded in St. Louis in 1854, was active in

Texas in the 1880s, but all of the Texas chapters withdrew from the CSPS in 1897.27

Texan Czechs wanted to open membership to women, so that members’ wives could be

covered by the insurance provided by the organization, and the Texans further sought to

change the method by which premiums were determined, so that the younger members in

Texas would not bear the burden of paying for older members in established lodges on

                                                  
25 Lich, The German Texans, 167.
26 Kolar, Early Czech Dance Halls, 3.
27 Kolar, Early Czech Dance Halls, 3.
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the East Coast.28 Having broken with the CSPS, the Texas lodges organized the mutual

aid society Slovanska Podporujici Jednota Stau Texas, or Slavonic Benevolent Order of

the State of Texas (SPJST) in 1897 in La Grange. The organization quickly grew and

chartered 25 lodges on July 1, 1907, with Lodge No. 1 located in Fayetteville. The SPJST

traditionally provided more than insurance, with extensive fellowship activities at its

lodges, scholarships for education, care for the aged, and a weekly newspaper, the

Vestnik.29 Similar organizations specifically for Catholic Czechs are the KJT (Katolica

Jednota Texaska, or Catholic Union of Texas) and its sister organization for women, the

KJZT, now known as the Catholic Family Fraternal of Texas.30

In German communities, a similar need was met by The Order of the Sons of

Hermann, founded in San Antonio on July 6, 1861. In 1890, the Order established a

Grand Lodge in that city and member lodges across the state.31 German-speaking Czechs

also belonged to this group.32 Many “Hermann Sons,” SPJST, and KJT lodges built halls

that were used for a variety of community activities, including dancing.

Whether Czech or German, immigrants in communities throughout Central Texas

also joined together to establish agricultural societies, where farmers could share

information and benefit from the buying and selling power of a large cooperative

association. In time, these agricultural societies also became vehicles for the pursuit of

leisure and entertainment. One of these in particular — the Cat Spring Agricultural

Society — created an environment in which the design of Texas’ round dance halls was

almost certainly born.

                                                  
28 Nick A. Morris, ed. A History of the SPJST: A Texas Chronicle 1897-1980 (Temple, TX: Slavic
Benevolent Order of the State of Texas [SPJST], 1984), 9-10.
29 “What SPJST Is … and Can Do For You” (brochure, SPJST, 2007).
30 Texas Almanac, 2008-2009.
31 Lich, The German Texans, 166.
32 Morris, History of the SPJST, 9-10.
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Chapter 3.
Cat Spring, Texas, and the Austin County Agricultural Society

The first German and Czech immigrants who settled in Central Texas may not

have arrived knowing how to work the land, but they knew how to learn. In order to

share information and to collectively improve their knowledge and skill, these would-be

farmers in June 1856 formed the Cat Spring Agricultural Society, or

Landwirthschaftlicher Verein fuer Austin County.33

The Society diligently recorded and kept its minutes from every meeting, which

provide the following snapshot of its history.34 The founders included the aforementioned

Reverend Bergmann, who apparently was able to read, write, and speak English as well

as German, and possibly Bohemian. The original members authorized the organization to

contact the U.S. Patent Office and similar agricultural societies on their behalf and to

collect information that would assist them in their efforts to raise crops and livestock.35

One of the first actions of the newly formed Society was to subscribe to Southern

Cultivator, an agricultural periodical published in Atlanta by James P. Harrison and

Company; this was the first of many such publications to which the Society would

eventually subscribe and make available to its members.36 Reverend Bergmann seems to

have been responsible for translating or interpreting English-language publications and

providing lectures on individual articles for non-English-speaking members.

                                                  
33 Originally intended for Cat Spring residents, it was decided at the October 1856 meeting to include the
entire county. Rudolph Leopold Biesele, The History of the German Settlements in Texas, 1831-1861
(Austin: Eakin Press, 1987), 50-51.
34 Cat Spring Agricultural Society, Century of Agricultural Progress, 1856-1956 (San Antonio: Lone Star
Printing Co., 1956).
35 Cat Spring Agricultural Society, Century of Agricultural Progress, 3.
36 Ibid, 5.
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At early meetings, members shared information and made suggestions about

raising crops and managing their livestock, pastures, and fields. By September 1856, they

had begun conducting experiments, growing different types of crops and varieties of

seeds, and sharing the results with the group. A few months later, the U.S. Patent Office

began sending seed for these experiments in response to the Society’s request.37 The

members reported their findings, initially to the Patent Office and the Federal Bureau of

Statistics, and later to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).

The breadth and variety of potential crops tested by this group is astonishing.

Beginning in August 1857, seeds and plant cuttings were ordered from all over the world

and distributed among members; the order that month included three varieties of wheat,

from Turkey, Tuscany, and Algeria; peas from Argentina; lima beans and barley from

Peru; and lettuce from England.38 Members would go on to assess the relative benefits of

cotton, tea, coffee, tobacco, wheat, corn, peaches, pecans, Kentucky bluegrass and other

over-winter grasses, and many other crops, in many cases conducting careful multi-year

experiments to determine which varieties grew well and under which conditions they

should be cultivated and harvested. Members collected and brought seed from their best

crops to share with everyone; other varieties were ordered from sources both near and far.

The regular ordering and distribution of seeds continues today, having been turned over

to the members’ wives in 1933.39

The Society was also interested in innovative agricultural engineering practices

and studied many related topics, including various schemes for fence construction and the

advantages and disadvantages of various types of farming implements. The Society in

1882 began purchasing new and unproven equipment to test; when their evaluation was

                                                  
37 Ibid, 5-6.
38 Ibid, 9.
39 Ibid, 334.
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complete, a lucky member would be chosen through a lottery or raffle to receive the piece

of equipment.40 Members also discussed pest and disease management, veterinary

medicine, a wide range of fertilizers and their application, and the building of ponds to

collect excess rainwater in case of a potential drought.

In June 1868, the Society established a lending library of USDA reports and the

various publications to which they subscribed.41 The following summer, the Society

resolved to distribute the periodicals to which they subscribed among the members, who

were then “obligated to circulate the papers in their communities as much as possible.”42

Over time, the publications in their library could have included the following, based on

the subscription information noted in the Society’s minutes.

• Southern Cultivator, January 1856 (having been collected by a member

prior to the Society’s formation in June 1856) to July 1862; then, after a

period when Society business was suspended due to the Civil War, from

July 1866 to 1884

• Brenham Inquirer and Columbus Colorado Citizen newspapers, in order to

“keep posted on the cattle and ranches,” August 1857 to April 1858

• American Agriculturalist, a national journal published in New York in

German and English, from December 1858 to October 1859 and from

December 1873 to June 1875

• Hempstead Courier newspaper, October 1859

• Texas Farmer Zeitung (in English, Texas Farmer Newspaper), March 1869

to August 1871

• Farm Journal (no other information available), July 1873 to June 1874

                                                  
40 Ibid, 96-97.
41 Ibid, 39.
42 Ibid, 44.
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• Acker und Gartenbau Zeitung (Agriculture and Garden Newspaper), a

German agricultural and horticultural journal published by W. W. Coleman

in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, between 1870 and 1917 and sometimes referred

to in Society minutes as Ackerbau und Garten; from February 1876 to

December 1877 and from June 1878 to at least January 1900

• Ackerbau Zietung (Agriculture Newspaper) in 1876 and again in 1880

• Texas Agriculturalist, from July 1881 to sometime in 1882

• Farm and Ranch, published in Austin, from February 1884 to February

1897

• Feld und Flur (Field and Meadow) farm magazine, from January 1899 to

December 1914

• Der Deutschen Farmer magazine, published in St. Paul, Minnesota, from

January 1915 to December 1919

In August 1863, the Society began to put on dances at the Cat Spring Turner Hall,

and by 1883 the members had decided that they should purchase property and build an

assembly hall of their own. Although they deferred further discussion on the topic until

October 1886, and the purchase took another two years after that to finalize, the pursuit

of this goal signaled the beginning of a shift in focus away from the farming practices

employed by individual members and toward the activities of the organization as a whole,

particularly its social functions. During the 1880s, dances and festivals seem to have

become the Society’s primary occupation and, perhaps tiring of the regular assembly and

disassembly of temporary dance floors, the members determined to erect a permanent

building suitable for these events. In August 1902, the Society contracted with member

Joachim Hintz, a carpenter who previously had built round halls for the Bellville
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Turnverein and the Peters Hacienda Schuetzen Verein, to construct a similar pavilion. By

the end of the year, the hall was completed, and the Society held an Inauguration Ball

there on February 8, 1903.43

Chapter 4.
The Round Barn Movement

It is not surprising that Hintz, a member of the Cat Spring Agricultural Society,

with access to a library of late-19th century farming publications, would build a round

dance hall. Round barn designs, which appear to have been used as a basis for the first

round dance halls, were widely published and their virtues promoted enthusiastically

throughout the last decades of the 1800s and into the early 1900s.

The use of the octagon shape for buildings was certainly not new in the nineteenth

century. Octagonal building forms are found in churches and mosques throughout Europe

and the Middle East, where domes in the Basilican (cruciform) plan are constructed with

four primary arches that meet at the apex of the dome, and with four smaller secondary

arches providing additional structural support. In The Barn: A Vanishing Landmark in

North America, authors Eric Arthur and Dudley Witney show four potential “round” barn

plans: one with a completely self-supporting roof, providing an open span below

“without aisles like the Pantheon in Rome”; a plan with columns distributed around the

perimeter of the building, creating aisles, “like the fourth century church of San Costanza

in Rome”; a plan with a single central column, “like the medieval chapter house of Wells

Cathedral” in Somerset, England; and a hybrid plan that combines a central column with

perimeter supports.44 Although the comparisons may stretch the imagination a bit — the
                                                  
43 Ibid, 100-216.
44 Eric Arthur and Dudley Witney, The Barn: A Vanishing Landmark in North America (Toronto: M. F.
Feheley Arts Company Ltd., 1972), 149.
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churches being elaborately vaulted masonry structures having little in common with

rustic wooden barn frames — the four plan types are indeed found in non-orthogonal

barns. Both the single center post and center-perimeter post combination are found in

Texas’ extant round dance halls.

Agricultural buildings of generally round form were built as early as the 1700s in

England, where “hay ricks” — wooden frames for drying hay — were invented by Lovell

Edgeworth. Later eighteenth-century English structures, round buildings called “gin-

gangs” were used for threshing wheat. While a traditional rectangular English barn

contained a threshing floor, an open area in the center of the building where wheat was

beaten upon the wooden floorboards in order to separate the grain from the straw, a gin-

gang contained threshing machinery in the center of the structure, powered by a horse

that walked around it in a circle.45

The first round agricultural building in America pre-dates the round barn

movement by nearly 100 years. George Washington built a 16-sided, 52'-diameter

threshing barn in 1793 at his Dogue Run farm in Fairfax, Virginia. This structure

consisted of an enclosed round platform built over a basement. Horses or oxen would

walk in circles on wheat that had been scattered on the floor, and this action separated the

grain, which then fell through the gaps between the floorboards and into the granary

below. Washington was a progressive farmer who experimented with crops and

technologies, just as Cat Spring’s “Latin farmers” did half a century later. Although

Washington’s round barn burned in 1967, his hand-drawn plans survived, and the

structure was recreated at Mount Vernon in 1996.46

                                                  
45 Triumpho. Round Barns of New York, 13-14.
46 Triumpho, 14-15.
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Other true-round and non-orthogonal barns were built here and there along the

East Coast during the first half of the nineteenth century. Perhaps the most well-known

and widely publicized true-round barn was built in 1824, in the Shaker community of

Hancock, Massachusetts. The Shakers, a religious sect known for their craftsmanship,

erected an enormous round stone dairy barn, 90 feet in diameter and three stories high,

with a low-pitched wooden roof. While many non-orthogonal barns to follow were

similarly used to house dairy cows and store hay, the Shaker barn does not appear to have

served as a model and remains a unique example of this building type.47

As a wave of German immigrants and Americans from the Eastern states pushed

westward into the Northwest Territory in the early 1800s, they brought their farming

customs with them. The Germans and Dutch, who had settled heavily on the mid-Atlantic

seaboard — particularly in New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey — were known for

the practice of keeping animals indoors, whereas the Swedes (in Delaware) and English

typically did not construct stables. It is understandable, then, that the German farmers

who settled in the Midwestern states were likely not only to pursue dairying but also to

build substantial barns for their cattle. These barns — whether of the well-known

Pennsylvania banked variety or the later round version found throughout New York and

the upper Midwest — typically housed animals on a lower level and stored crops or feed

on an upper floor. If possible, the barn was built next to a hill to facilitate driving a hay

wagon into the upper level; on flat land, an earthen bank was constructed next to the barn

for the same purpose.48

Beginning in the 1860s, America’s rapid westward expansion beyond the

Mississippi River enabled both new immigrants and those of the previous generation to

                                                  
47 Allen G. Noble and Hubert G. H. Wilhelm, eds. Barns of the Midwest (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University
Press, 2005), 92.
48 Noble, Barns of the Midwest, 65-66.
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seek opportunities in the Midwest. Unfortunately, investments in land and livestock often

left these farmers cash-poor, while at the same time improvements in agricultural

technology (also requiring large outlays of cash) made possible great increases in

production. In order to compete, the Midwestern farmer looked for any opportunity to

improve efficiencies and reduce labor costs. In the 1880s, one of the many ways farmers

sought to achieve these ends was through the construction of round barns.49 During the

same period, the U.S. Congress passed legislation establishing colleges of agriculture and

agricultural experiment stations, which did much to popularize and promote round barn

construction.50

Articles about round barns and plans for their construction began appearing in

agricultural journals (such as American Agriculturalist) and the publications of

agricultural colleges and extension stations as early as the 1870s. One of the foremost

promoters of this form was Elliot Stewart, a dairy farmer in upstate New York who

briefly taught at the agricultural college at Cornell University and published his own

livestock journal, as well as contributing to many other publications. Stewart constructed

an octagonal barn in 1874 and began to publicize it in 1878; he remained one of the

octagonal form’s most staunch promoters for the next 20 years. Joining Stewart in this

cause was a Wisconsin dairyman named Franklin King. Like Stewart, King was a prolific

writer and associated with an agricultural college (the University of Wisconsin). King,

however, championed the true-round or barrel-shaped barn over the octagon, and light-

frame balloon construction over heavy timber framing; he also integrated a silo, an

agricultural innovation of the 1880s. By the 1890s, true-round barns had become more

popular than octagons, although they were acknowledged to be more difficult to construct

                                                  
49 Ibid, 188.
50 Ibid, 191-192.
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and therefore required a skilled builder.51 Wilber Fraser, another promoter of the true-

round barn form, published an agricultural bulletin illustrating the benefits of the round

barn over both the rectangular and “polygonal” shapes in 1908. Fraser particularly noted

that the octagonal barn required heavy framing and was subject to structural instability

when “racked by the wind.”52

A number of traveling builders who specialized in round barn designs were

responsible for many of these from region to region. Perhaps partly for this reason, as

well as the dissemination and imitation of designs in a local area, the round barns found

in American tend toward regional varieties.53 Those in Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, for

example, are almost all true-round barns nearly as tall as they are wide, split nearly

evenly between masonry construction and wood or metal siding, and topped by either

gambrel or dome roofs that maximize interior space. Wisconsin is home to more round

barns than any other state in America — not surprising, given its history as the nation’s

dairy. The majority of the Wisconsin round barns are quite tall and have steeply pitched

gambrel roofs; like other Midwestern barns, they are constructed to shed snow and

optimize animal housing and feed storage. In New York State, round barn roofs are

generally less steeply pitched than those in the lower Midwest, which may account for

their lesser surviving numbers in a state that receives large amounts of snow. Most of

Texas’ dance halls also share regional characteristics – single-story construction with a

sectional cone roof, cupola, and (unlike their farmyard brethren) numerous window

openings.

                                                  
51 Ibid, 195-197.
52 Wilber J. Fraser, Economy of the Round Dairy Barn, Bulletin No. 143 (Urbana: University of Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, February 1910), 42-43.
53 Thanks to round barn enthusiasts who contribute and publish photographs of these buildings on the
Internet, a visual comparison of regional variants with many examples is easily accomplished. One such
website is produced by Dale J. Travis at http://www.dalejtravis.com/barn/rbarns.htm, where round barn
photos are organized by state.
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Figure 5. Sectional cone roof. Drawing by the author.

Although true-round and octagonal barn forms continued to be discussed in the

agricultural press through the 1920s before finally falling out of favor, it is likely that the

octagonal barn was the major influence for Hintz’s design of Texas’ round dance halls,

for several reasons.

First, the Cat Spring Agricultural Society’s lending library included early issues

of American Agriculturalist, so Joachim Hintz would have been aware of the publication.

The journal included descriptions and plans for these barns in the 1880s, when Elliot

Stewart’s fame and the credibility of the octagonal barn were at their zenith. An

octagonal barn first appeared in the March 1885 issue of American Agriculturalist (page

98). Designed by J. R. McBurney of Washington County, Pennsylvania, this barn

featured a framing scheme with four widely-spaced vertical center posts, 12 inches
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square and 28 feet long. This framing system, delineated in section, shows more

similarity to the framing found in rectangular barns than to that of later round versions.54

Figure 6. Octagonal barn, American Agriculturalist, March 1885.
                                                  
54 Richard Rawson, Old Barn Plans (New York: Main Street Press, 1979), 95. This book reproduces the
three octagonal barns published in American Agriculturalist in 1885 and 1888 and supplements the original
illustrations with sections, elevations, and roof and floor framing plans.
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During 1888-1889, when Joachim Hintz was most active in the Cat Spring

Agricultural Society,55 American Agriculturalist published two articles describing the

plan and benefits of octagonal barns, with perspective views of the buildings and floor

plans. The February 1888 article in particular shows a structure quite similar to the

octagonal dance halls, describes the roof pitch and framing in great detail, and illustrates

the roof framing plan. Although this barn was small enough (24 feet across at its widest

point) to allow a self-supporting roof frame, the larger (44-foot-wide) barn in the October

1888 issue shows a center support post — a feature found in nearly all of the round dance

halls.56

Figure 7. Octagonal barn, American Agriculturalist, October 1888.

                                                  
55 Cat Spring Agricultural Society, Century of Agricultural Progress, 130-143.
56 George A. Martin, “A Small Octagon Barn,” American Agriculturalist, February1888, 63; -------, “A
Capacious Round Barn,” American Agriculturalist, October1888, 415.
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The fading popularity of the octagonal barn at the turn of the century likely had

no effect on Hintz’s selection of building form. Agricultural colleges and experiment

stations were becoming more influential and the true-round barn movement was on the

upswing; American Agriculturalist published a plan for a true-round barn in 1897,57 and

many articles promoting that form were published well into the 1900s.

Figure 8. “A satisfactory round barn,” American Agriculturalist, December 1897.

The link between the non-orthogonal or true-round barn designs and the round

dance halls seems to be the center support structure. At the end of the nineteenth century,

most non-orthogonal barns were structurally dependent on a central silo for grain storage.

(This changed in the 1900s, as the evolution of roof framing systems led to more open

span ceilings.) These central silos were constructed first of wood, and then — after 1900,

as masonry barns became more prevalent, particularly in the Upper Midwest — of brick

or block. Hintz’s three round dance halls all exhibit a somewhat cylindrical central

                                                  
57F. M. Benedict, “A satisfactory round barn.” American Agriculturalist, December 1897.
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support structure, in which either eight or 12 vertical posts (depending on the number of

corners in the building) support the top of the roof at the base of the cupola. While at

Bellville and Peters-Hacienda this cylindrical configuration is contained completely

within the roof framing system, with a single central support post below what would

normally be considered ceiling height, the Cat Spring pavilion was originally constructed

with a full-height cylindrical system in which the lower section comprised a gazebo-like

bandstand.

Figure 9. Original “silo” support structure in Cat Spring Agricultural Society Pavilion.
Solid model by Alan McDougal.
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It is also clear that Hintz’s designs were the basis for those that followed. Many of

the non-orthogonal dance halls in Texas were constructed in the 1920s and 1930s, after

Joachim Hintz’s death and after both octagonal and true-round barns had become passé.

Although it has been noted that the true-round barn required a skilled builder and

therefore may have been rejected as an option by the later round dance hall owners for

that reason, there is no architectural indication that the later builders were in any way

influenced by the writings of Franklin King, his successors, or other drawings and plans

published in agricultural journals during the first decade of the twentieth century. These

later buildings resemble the Hintz-designed halls primarily in outward appearance and, to

a lesser extent, in their interior framing. The main difference between Hintz’s halls and

the later structures is the use of lighter milled lumber (primarily 2" x 4" and 2" x 6"

members, generally doubled-up for strength and spliced to create long beams) instead of

the larger members found in the earlier halls.

The timing of the later round dance halls does raise the possibility that they might

have been kit-built or based on stock plans. True-round and octagonal barns became

available around 1914 through mail-order companies including Aladdin, Chicago House

Wrecking Company, Gordon-Van Tine, Montgomery Ward, and Sears; however, only

Sears and Gordon-Van Tine offered round barn kits, and only Sears sold an octagonal

model. The Gordon-Van Tine catalogs included two true-round barn designs in 1917, and

a single round barn in 1923. Sears also offered a true-round barn in 1918 and 1921. An

octagonal dairy barn (No. 65 or C65) was available from Sears Roebuck & Company

between 1914 and 1918 in the Modern Homes and Book of Barns Honor-Bilt Already Cut

catalogs.58

                                                  
58 Joy E. Sears, Barns by Mail: Pre-Cut Barns by Mail-Order Catalog in the Midwest from 1900 to 1930
(Thesis, University of Oregon, 2001).
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Figure 10. Sears Barn No. 65, from 1914 Modern Homes catalog. Reprinted by
permission of Sears Archives.

Although Barn No. 65 is octagonal, its large cupola (with an elevated section for

access to an interior silo), window and door configuration, and other construction features

make it highly unlikely that such a kit or plan could be easily modified to create the

dance halls built in Texas.59 If any of Texas’ round dance halls were based on these plans,

it would be the KJT Hall in Ganado, which — with its two-story height and low-pitched

roof — more than any other hall resembles the octagonal barn plans published in the

early 1900s.

                                                  
59 Sears Modern Homes catalog, 1914, 108; Sears Book of Barns Honor-Bilt Already Cut catalog, 1918, 29.
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The author has also considered whether the round dance halls could have been

based on earlier octagonal buildings found in Texas German communities. Both the 1880

Galveston Garten Verein and the 1847 Vereins Kirche in Fredericksburg were octagonal,

but their construction schemes are otherwise completely unlike those of the round dance

halls. The Vereins Kirche was significantly smaller in both diameter and height than the

round dance halls, and its steeply-pitched roof was supported at the perimeter of an

oversized cupola by four interior pillars, with a fifth center pillar added to bear the weight

of the church bell.

Figure 11. Exterior, Garten Verein Pavilion. Photo by the author.
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Figure 12. Interior, Garten Verein Pavilion. Photo by the author.

While similar in square footage to the Hintz halls, the wedding-cake exterior and

the delicate umbrella-frame roof supports found inside the high-style Garten Verein are

visually distinctive characteristics that set this building apart from all other round dance

halls. The building was financed by “Galveston’s foremost German social club” and

probably designed by John (Jon) Moser, “the leading German-born architect in

Galveston.”60 It is likely that travelers through Galveston after that pavilion’s

                                                  
60 Ellen Beasley and Stephen Fox, Galveston Architecture Guidebook (Houston: Rice University
Press/Galveston Historical Foundation, 1996), 183.
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construction in 1880 were aware of the Garten Verein, and members of the Agricultural

Society could have traveled to Galveston fairly easily after the Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe

Railroad reached their county in 1881.61 However, beyond its octagonal shape, the

Garten Verein bears no resemblance to the round dance halls in Central Texas and for

that reason remains an unlikely architectural influence.

While no drawings or documentation remain from Joachim Hintz or the builders

of the later halls, the available evidence nonetheless indicates that these halls were

influenced by round barn designs. The methods used by Joachim Hintz to construct the

first round halls in Bellville, Peters, and Cat Spring and the relative success of his

imitators will be taken up in the sections that follow.

                                                  
61 John M. Carroll, Galveston and the Gulf, Colorado, and Santa Fe Railroad (Galveston, Texas: Center
for Transportation and Commerce, 1985) 89-107. The GC&SF was a major railway for freight, cattle, and
passengers; by late 1881, it connected Galveston to Fort Worth through Austin County, and by 1887 had
extended north of Fort Worth into Oklahoma, and northeast from Cleburne through Dallas on to Paris. See
Appendix A for map of the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railroad line.
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SECTION II.

While the builders of most of Texas’ round dance halls have been identified, in no

small part thanks to the work of the Austin County Historical Commission,62 little

information has been gathered to explain why they built the dance halls the way they did.

In this section, the author attempts to answer these questions through an examination of

the buildings and their methods of construction.

Chapter 5.
Joachim Hintz

The builder of the first three round dance halls rightfully receives credit for

beginning the round-hall trend in Central Texas. Nearly all of what is known about

Joachim Hintz comes from the personal collection of his great-granddaughter, Carolyn

Krampitz Zapalac, who has accumulated many documents that detail her great-

grandfather’s life and work.63 Exactly where he gained the knowledge and skill to design

these buildings, however, remains a mystery.

Johann Joachim Heinrich Friedrick Hintz was born on November 8, 1841, in

Ziesendorf (Mecklenberg), Germany. His parents, Henrietta Magdalena Ana Maria Ziems

(Siems) of Nienhausen and Johann Joachim Friedrich Hintz of Ziesendorf were not

married, so Joachim’s birth was recorded under his mother’s last name. Henrietta and

Johann, a farmer,64 were married in Buchholz, Germany, on October 27, 1843, and on

                                                  
62 Austin County Historical Commission, Dance Halls of Austin County, booklet, December 1993.
63 Where the documents provided by Mrs. Zapalac did not indicate a date or source, the author has
attempted to locate this information, with varying degrees of success. All source information that has been
found is included in the footnotes.
64 1870 Census, Cat Spring, Austin County, Texas, page 10.
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October 15, 1855, they departed from Hamburg with their extended family, bound for

America. Fourteen-year-old Joachim (pronounced “yo-kim”), along with his parents;

maternal grandparents Ludwig and Sophia Ziems; and siblings Sophia (12), Johann (8),

Heinrich (7), Maria (5) and Ludwig (6 months) traveled aboard the sailing ship Herschel,

stopping in New Orleans before disembarking in Galveston.65 The family settled near

Millheim, located on the banks of Clear Creek in the Mill Creek Valley of central Austin

County, southeast of Cat Spring. Two more children, Charles and Louisa, were born in

Texas.

In June 1862, Joachim, then 21 years old and using the surname Hintz, enlisted in

the Confederate Army. Austin County at that time was home to many Americans of

English, Irish, and Scottish extraction who had relocated from the upper South

(Tennessee, Georgia, etc.) with their slaves to grow cotton on large plantations, mostly

east of the Brazos River. In contrast, the heavily German precincts around Industry, Cat

Spring, and New Ulm to the west of the Brazos were mostly small family farms, although

cotton was the primary market crop throughout the county and some Germans (mostly in

Hempstead and Industry) also owned slaves.66 The majority of Austin County voted for

secession in 1861, but the German precincts voted decisively against it. Even so, the

immigrants in Austin County were conscripted into the Confederate Army by legislation

passed by the Confederate Congress in April 1862; if white male immigrants wanted to

keep their land and remain citizens of Texas, they were required to serve for three years.

Hintz joined Waul’s Texas Legion as a private under the command of Captain Robert

                                                  
65 Ship’s log, Herschel; tape film #0470838, page 597, Church of Latter Day Saints library; retrieved by
Susan Lane, a descendent of Charles Hintz, and provided by Carolyn Zapalac.
66 Alford, Confounding Times, 56.
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Voigt.67 After training at Camp Waul in Washington County, Texas, he fought for the

Confederacy until he was captured in Yazoo City, Missouri, in July 1863. Hintz appears

on a Roll of Prisoners of War under the name J. Heintz; he was sent first to Memphis,

then to St. Louis, and finally to Camp Morton in Indianapolis, Indiana, where he was held

for the duration of the war, returning to Texas in March 1865.68

Hintz became an American citizen on May 1, 1866, and on August 16,

1870, he married Wilhemina Carolina Louisa Schneider of Millheim. They had eight

children – five sons and three daughters – and made their living from their farm and

Joachim’s carpentry.

A “Messr. Hintze of Millheim” joined the Cat Spring Agricultural Society on

February 17, 1861.69 Joachim Hintz next appeared in the Cat Spring Agricultural Society

minutes on April 29, 1888, when he proposed to combine an agricultural exposition with

the Society’s annual June Anniversary celebration. Hintz, then 47, continued to be quite

involved for the next year, actively serving on the prize judging committee at the

agricultural expo and a dance committee during the Anniversary celebration, as well as

the property acquisition committee convened in October 1888 that resulted in the Society

purchasing its own piece of land. Hintz continued to volunteer with the group over the

following summer, agreeing to build a new temporary dance floor for the June festival

(with new member Joe Kveton) and serving on the dance and concession stand

                                                  
67 That company was variously known as Captain Voigt’s Company Volunteers; Captain Voigt’s
Company; Company E of Waul’s Texas Legion; and Company C, First Infantry Battalion, Waul’s Texas
Legion. The company later became part of Company K, Timmons’ Regiment Texas Infantry.
68 Pat Vornkahl, “The Round Halls of Austin County – Peters Hall,” first in a three-part series, The Banner
Press Newspaper, May 3, 1997.
69 It is unclear whether this was Joachim the younger (then 20 years old) or his father, who would have
been 41 years old and still could have been actively farming. However, since every new member is noted in
the minutes and another Joachim Hintz’s nomination for membership is not listed, the author has concluded
that the Joachim with which this thesis is concerned is the same person who joined in 1861.
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committees for the Oktoberfest (again with Kveton).70 After that, however, his name was

not mentioned again in the Society’s minutes for several years.

Hintz was one of the premier carpenters in Austin County, known as the

baumeister (building master) and called upon to build a variety of structures in the area.

How he came by his trade is unknown. Hintz’s earliest known work is the Millheim

Harmonie Hall in 1874.71 In 1878, he was commissioned to build the Coshatte Bridge,

followed by the bridge across Bollinger Creek on San Felipe and Sapps Crossing Roads

(near present-day Peters Community) in 1885 and the bridge across Mill Creek in 1888.72

He then built the Turner Hall in Bellville, also known as the Opera House, which was

designed by the renowned Houston architect Eugene T. Heiner and dedicated on

December 27, 1889.73 (Heiner also designed the Bellville Courthouse, built in 1888, with

which Hintz is not associated.) Cat Spring’s Turner Hall was also built by Hintz,

according to a paper found in the cornerstone when the hall was demolished in 1958.74

His work included residential construction as well; Hintz was contracted to build the

home of C. Langhammer in Bellville in 1892.75

In 1897, Hintz was commissioned to design and build the Bellville Turnverein

Pavilion.76 He followed with the smaller octagonal hall for the Peters Hacienda

Schuetzen Verein in 1900 and the Cat Spring Agricultural Society Pavilion in 1902, when

he was 61 years old. As no later evidence of his work has been found, Hintz may have

retired following the completion of the Cat Spring pavilion. Joachim Hintz died in

Millheim on July 1, 1920.
                                                  
70 Cat Spring Agricultural Society, Century of Agricultural Progress, 130-143.
71 Pat Vornkahl, “The Round Halls of Austin County – Peters Hall.”
72 Austin County Commissioners Court records, Feb. 14, 1878; Sept. 15, 1885; and Feb. 17, 1888.
73 Bellville Times Standard, January 18, 1895.
74 “Old Turner Hall Being Razed,” unknown newspaper, January 16, 1958.
75 Bellville Times Standard, February 26, 1892.
76 Newspaper article, Aug. 27, 1897.
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The dancing pavilions that Joachim Hintz built are distinguished not just by their

size but by the precise joinery used to assemble the complicated framing systems that

support their roofs. Unlike later halls in which the lumber is simply sandwiched together

where members intersect, the buildings that Hintz designed and built show evidence of

his skill as a carpenter. At points where multiple timbers converge — sometimes four or

five at a time — the junctions are executed gracefully, with members let into one another

from all sorts of angles to create a clean and efficient joint. Furthermore, since all three of

his dance halls have retained their exposed superstructures, Hintz’s craftsmanship is on

display for anyone who chooses to simply look up.

Chapter 6.
Construction Attributes of the Round Dance Halls

Whether six-, eight-, or 12-sided, each of the round dance halls (at least in its

original state) featured common physical characteristics:

• Pier and beam foundation, first on brick piers and later on concrete footings

• Wood frame construction

• Sectional cone roof

• Interior center support structure and pitched-truss roof-support system

• Passive ventilation, with multiple windows per elevation and a cupola or

ventilator

Dead loads from the roof of each dance hall are transferred to the

foundation/ground in two ways: first, through the exterior walls upon which the roof rests

(or support posts that have been added where original exterior walls were removed), and

second, through a center post or column. In each hall, horizontal beams radiate from the

center post/column to the corners of the exterior walls; these beams serve as the bottom
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chord of each pitched truss. Diagonal braces and vertical posts form the web members,

and a hip rafter serves as the top chord of each truss.

Simple or complex, the truss structures supporting the dance hall roofs have

generally been successfully executed and have performed over time. Where problems are

evident, they reside in the center lateral support members – in particular, in the halls at

Wallis and Mixville. In both of these cases, the builders used single pieces of 2" x 4" and

2" x 6" lumber in compression in a vertical or nearly vertical “on end” orientation. The

result in both halls has been the same: buckling and twisting of the vertical members.

Other builders used 4" x 4" or 6" x 6" timbers in these vertical applications with greater

success.

BELLVILLE TURNVEREIN PAVILION, 1897

Bellville, Texas, was founded in 1822 and quickly became a bustling

commercial center that blended Anglo (English, Irish, and Scottish) culture with the

traditions of German immigrants. The Bellville Turnverein “Gut Heil” (Good Health), a

gymnastics and physical fitness club, was chartered in 1885 and quickly became a major

force in the social and cultural lives of Austin County residents — German and Anglo

alike. The Bellville Turnverein Pavilion is located on Farm Road 529 near its intersection

with Farm Road 159, approximately 1/2 mile west of Bellville’s town square.
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Figure 13. Exterior, Bellville Turnverein Pavilion. Photo by the author.

Architectural History

In 1886, the Bellville Turnverein bought a 1.14-acre lot south of the town

square for an opera house. According to an 1895 article in the Bellville Times, “Eugene

T. Heiner of Houston conceived the plan and Joachim Hintz of Millheim built it.77 The

seating capacity is about 600, the stage adequate in size for all purposes. Other than a

play-house the hall is used for dancing and all festival occasions. Without it Bellville

people would be socially in the slough of despond … they manage to furnish our fun-

                                                  
77 In fact, Hintz was the carpenter, and the masonry work was performed by Colleton & Heine of Bellville.
Papers found in cornerstone of Bellville opera house when the building was razed in 1958; translated from
the original German. English translation dated October 4, 1997, from the collection of Carolyn Zapalac.
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loving people an attraction every few weeks.” The opera house burned down sometime

between 1899 and 1904.78

The Bellville Social Club, in the meantime, purchased 14.7 acres of land just

east of town in 1883 from local merchant Herman Miller, where they built a platform for

public speeches. The Social Club sold this land the Bellville Turnverein in 1895 for $750.

The Turnverein initially utilized the existing platform for their functions. In August 1897,

the organization decided to construct a pavilion on the site of the platform and awarded

the contract to Joachim Hintz for $360. Hintz built a 12-sided pavilion at a cost of

$2,500. Extra-long lumber for the project was shipped directly from the mill. 79

The park eventually became the site of the Austin County Fair and the

community swimming pool, and in 1937 the property and pavilion were sold to the City

of Bellville “for park purposes only” at a price of $5,250.80 The city sponsored a

competition among Texas A&M University students to redesign the park, and the

winning design, along with a grant from the Federal Works Progress Administration,

enabled the city to build new facilities and update the pavilion with modern amenities.81

                                                  
78 Austin County Historical Commission, Dance Halls of Austin County, 2-4.
79 Ibid; also, Pat Vornkahl, “The Round Halls of Austin County – Bellville Turnverein, third in a three-part
series,” Banner Press Newspaper, May 22, 1997.
80 Ibid; also, Pat Vornkahl, “The Round Halls of Austin County – Bellville Turnverein, third in a three-part
series,” Banner Press Newspaper, May 22, 1997.
81 Texas Historical Commission, Recorded Texas Historical Marker, 1996.
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Figure 14. Undated postcard showing park and Bellville Turnverein Pavilion, courtesy of
Carolyn Zapalac.

The hall has been altered in several ways over the years; at some point, a

small pent roof was added to the front entrance over the brick steps, along with curving

metal handrails. In 1997, a larger gabled front porch was added, with wooden handrails

and a locking gate at the top of the steps that limits access to the porch. An historic photo

shows a flagpole mounted to the center of the top of the cupola, which is surrounded by a

balustrade; the balustrade is extant, but the flagpole has been removed. This may have

happened in 1935, when the roof, center post, and dance floor were replaced (the wooden

center post with a 12-sided concrete column).82 In an undated historic photograph shared

by Carolyn Zapalac, the balustrade was also gone; the current version is a reconstruction.
                                                  
82 “Pavilion at Turner Park is Given New Bonnet and Shoes,” Bellville Times, May 3, 1935.
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A 10' x 20' stage was added to the northeast side of the hall in 193583 and features a gable

roof and three windows. (The center window appears to have been covered with drywall

on the interior wall; the other two windows are smaller versions of the original openings

and are similarly shuttered.) Sometime after 1935, a kitchen/bar was added directly

opposite the front door, and modern steel double rear entrance doors now lead into the

kitchen area. Two dressing rooms were added in 1909 and later converted to restrooms;

following the additions of stage and kitchen, the restrooms are located with one between

the stage and the kitchen, and the other on the east side of the kitchen. The restroom and

kitchen additions are flat-roofed; the restrooms have no windows, but the kitchen features

two small, modern glazed windows to the left of the rear doors, as seen from the exterior.

The pavilion narrowly escaped demolition in the 1970s, when the Texas Parks

and Wildlife Department expressed an interest in purchasing the park, planning to tear

down the buildings and construct new ones. At the time, the pavilion was in “deplorable”

condition; “gaping holes” in the wood shingle roof had allowed rain to enter the building,

and as a result the oak floor was terribly buckled. Then-Mayor of Bellville Henry

Grawunder, along with Austin County Judge Leroy Grebe, determined not only to keep

the park but to expand it, and convinced a local school teacher, Ella Kloss, to sell the city

her property adjacent to the park. Kloss agreed to the sale, as long as she could continue

to live on the land until her death. The City then proceeded to replace the roof and

shutters, but the cost of replacing the floor was prohibitive. Instead, workers weighed

down the floorboards with “big blocks of wood” and eventually were able to nail the

boards back into place.84

                                                  
83 Austin County Historical Commission, Dance Halls of Austin County, 2-4.
84 “Grawunder Kept Turnverein Alive,” undated newspaper article from the collection of Carolyn Zapalac.
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A concrete handicapped-accessible ramp has been added at the rear entrance

to the pavilion, with a large concrete landing in front of the rear doors. The ramp was

added as a part of extensive restoration work performed in conjunction with the

pavilion’s 100th birthday in 1997. Commemorative brick sales raised $10,000 for the

project, and the bricks were incorporated into the landscaping installed for the Centennial

Celebration on November 8, 1997.85 Representatives from the consulates of Germany, the

Czech Republic, Slovenia, and Switzerland attended the celebration. A Recorded Texas

Historic Landmark marker for the “Bellville Turnverein Pavilion” was also unveiled.86

Architectural Description

The Bellville Turnverein Pavilion is sited at the southwestern edge of the

fairground property, facing southwest toward FM 529. Assorted outbuildings and fair

halls are located on the grounds behind the pavilion. A gravel driveway enters the site

directly in front of the hall and splits into a loop that encircles it. Also within the

driveway loop are a landscaped flower bed with flagpole, in front of the building, and

behind the pavilion, several outbuildings including men’s and ladies’ restroom facilities

that serve the fairgrounds.

The pavilion is a 12-sided wood frame hall clad in white wood lap siding over

4" x 4" studs.87 A single wooden side-hung shutter covers each window opening, of

which there are three per elevation, with the exception of the front entrance, which

contains a double door flanked by a window on either side, and the rear of the building

where the kitchen, restroom, and stage additions are located. The pavilion was originally

                                                  
85 “Bricks and Turnverein Pavilion Form a Memorial to Bellville,” undated newspaper article from the
collection of Carolyn Zapalac.
86 “Marker Unveiled At Turnverein Pavilion Celebration,” The Sealy News, November 25, 1997.
87 Vornkahl, “The Round Dance Halls of Austin County — Bellville Turnverein.”
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supported on 36 exterior brick piers, but these have been either changed to or covered

with a continuous concrete foundation, eliminating access beneath the building. An

interior foundation of brick piers at intervals of “every 10 feet” is thought to be extant.88

The 12-part sectional cone roof is presently clad in brown dimensional

shingles. A 12-sided cupola at the apex is covered with wood clapboard siding and fixed

wooden louvered shutters over the window openings. A balustrade encloses the cupola’s

flat roof and features 12 newel posts topped by round finials, with decorative wooden

balusters between the top and bottom rails. The louvers, balustrade rails, newel posts and

finials are painted green, as are the shutters that cover the hall’s windows.

Figure 15. Cupola (left) and interior framing system (right), Bellville Turnverein
Pavilion. Photos by the author.

                                                  
88 Ibid.
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The interior of the pavilion, like most round halls, is an open space with an

exposed roof framing system.89 Twelve hip rafters extend from the corners of the pavilion

to the base of the cupola. Common rafters connect the middle of each side of the cupola

to the top sill at the middle of each exterior elevation.  A total of eight jack rafters or “hip

jacks”, four on each side of the common rafter, are joined to the hip rafters in each

section of the roof, and these also run in a parallel fashion to the top sill. Closely spaced

wooden lath, laid on top of and perpendicular to the rafters, supports the sheathing below

the shingles.

Figure 17. Reflected roof plan, Bellville Turnverein Pavilion. Solid model by Alan
McDougal.

                                                  
89 Although the roof form found on all of the round dance halls is a “sectional cone,” the roof framing
system for each dance hall will be described using terminology more commonly associated with hipped
roofs. See Francis D. K. Ching, A Visual Dictionary of Architecture (New York: John Wiley & Sons,
1995), 210-211.
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Beneath the roof, a single wooden center post approximately 10 feet high

supports the ends of 12 40-foot-long 2" x 6"90 beams that radiate to the corners of the

exterior walls. The joinery above the center post is disguised by a wooden spoked circle

about four feet wide. The center post additionally supports 12 diagonal braces that extend

upward to join the vertical posts that supports the roof at the base of the cupola. At this

junction, a hoop of horizontal wooden members connects the vertical posts to one

another. Just below the hoop, a long horizontal 2" x 4" beam joins each vertical post to

one of the hip rafters, which extend upward from the corners of the building to the

vertical posts at the base of the cupola. On the same horizontal plane as the interior hoop,

2" x 4" members form an exterior hoop, joining the hip rafters to one another. From the

point where these exterior hoop components meet each rafter, a diagonal member joins

the rafter to the bottom of the central vertical post, at its intersection with the primary

beam. These diagonal members are further connected to the middle of the exterior hoop

component on either side by a wooden brace. A 2" x 4" vertical post and a diagonal metal

tie rod further connect the hoop-rafter-diagonal joint to the primary beam below, and later

stabilization has been added by connecting each 2" x 4" vertical post with its immediate

neighbor on either side through two smaller cross braces in an X configuration.

                                                  
90 All lumber dimensions noted in these architectural descriptions should be considered nominal, although
they may be actual; most of these values were estimated based on visual and photographic observation.
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Figure 16. Structural system, Bellville Turnverein Pavilion. Solid models by Alan
McDougal.

The interior base of the cupola is framed with horizontal 2" x 4" studs, above

which floorboards have been laid perpendicularly. A small vertical wooden ladder from

vertical post

hip rafter

horizontal beam
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the center post leads to a small landing constructed between the main vertical posts at the

height of the interior hoop, and a second small ladder resting at an angle against the base

of the cupola provides access into the cupola through a small trap door.

The interior of the building is finished to the eaves. The interior walls are clad

with horizontal wooden boards, and shallow benches rest directly on the floor around

most of the perimeter of the hall; the benches and walls are painted white. The current

oak dance floor was installed in 1935, but the original tongue-and-grove pine plank floor

remains beneath the benches. Single electric light bulbs, as well as modern ceiling fans

with globe lights, are suspended from the primary beams. The hall today has no air

conditioning or heating system; cool air enters through the unglazed windows, and hot air

escapes through the louvered cupola.

PETERS-HACIENDA COMMUNITY HALL, 1900

Peters Hall, also known as the Peters Hacienda Schuetzen Verein and the

Austin County Gun Club, is located at the intersection of Trenckmann Road and

Peters-San Felipe Road, about one mile west of State Highway 36. The Schuetzen Verein

was organized in 1897 for the pursuit of trap shooting, skeet shooting, agriculture, and

general entertainment. Its name was changed to the Austin County Gun Club in the 1940s

when the club officially incorporated, but in 1995 it was renamed the Peters-Hacienda

Community Hall.91

                                                  
91 Austin County Historical Commission, Dance Halls of Austin County, 37-38; interview with Grace
Holtkamp, Austin County Historical Commission chairperson, October 20, 2007; Handbook of Texas
Online, s.v., “Peters-Hacienda Community Hall,” http://www.tsha.utexas.edu/handbook/online/articles/
PP/xdp3.html (accessed July 7, 2007).
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Figure 18. Exterior, Peters-Hacienda Community Hall. Photo by Alan McDougal.

Architectural History

The unincorporated community known as Peters or Peters Hacienda92 is located

just off State Highway 36, approximately six miles north of Sealy in Austin County.

Founded in 1880 as a station on the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railroad, Peters has

always been a very small community; at its height in 1925, it had 125 residents and a post

office. The first structure erected by the Schuetzen Verein, in 1898, was a dance platform

in a pasture owned by the Huff family, on the opposite side of SH-36 near Farm Road

                                                  
92 The use of the word “Hacienda” was common during the mid-1800s to describe large land holdings in
the area. For example, old maps of Austin County show that the five leagues of land owned by the
Cummings brothers, Kentucky natives whose sawmill provided the lumber for the construction of San
Felipe de Austin, were known as the “Cummings Hacienda.”
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331. In 1900, the club was given a plot of land by the Seigart family for a proper

pavilion, which was designed by Joachim Hintz and built by the members of the club.93

Over time, changes to Peters Hall have included the addition of a stage (1910),

bar (1958), and kitchen (1975). Before 1910, musicians stood around the center post;

after the stage was built, the center post was enclosed within a wooden box. At the same

time, a concession booth was built on the property to the west of the pavilion, along with

outdoor restrooms for men and women, which were replaced by interior facilities in the

1950s. The restrooms were enlarged and improved in 1972. In 1977, three exterior walls

were pushed out 18 feet to create larger seating areas, and a new covered entryway and

patio were constructed. A handicapped-accessible ramp was added in 1994.

Despite these changes, the interior of the building appears very much as it did

when it was built, with a few exceptions. First, the hall was originally illuminated by a

carbide lighting system.94 The first electric lights in the building were connected to a

generator powered by a Model T Ford engine,95 because electric power lines did not

reach the hall until 1940. After that, the ready availability of electricity enabled the club

to pump water into the hall, making indoor restroom facilities possible. Although a

butane heater was added in 1965, the hall is still without air conditioning.96

Shooting matches were discontinued around 1950, and dances and festivals have

been the pavilion’s primary function for the past 100 years. Peters Hall has become

known for its “Funday Sunday” dances, Mother’s Day May Fests, and “Sweethearts”

                                                  
93 Handbook of Texas Online, s.v., “Peters-Hacienda Community Hall.”
94 According to Alicia Leschper’s written history of Peters Hall, provided by Austin County Historical
Commission chairperson Grace Holtkamp, “a lantern with two compartments produced light with solid
carbide in the bottom and water on top. The water was allowed to drip onto the carbide making a gas,
which was lit, and a reflector was used to make the light brighter.”
95 Austin County Historical Commission, “Dance Halls of Austin County,” 37.
96 Ibid; “Peters Hall – the History Continues,” Part II in a series, undated newspaper article from the
collection of Carolyn Zapalac.
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chili cookoffs.97 With only infrequent rentals, however, the hall remains unused much of

the time.

Architectural Description

The Peters-Hacienda Community Hall is sited on a corner lot, and its entrance

faces in a westerly direction toward Peters-San Felipe Road. In its original condition, it

looked very similar to the Bellville Turnverein Pavilion, with a large cupola, three

windows per elevation, a sectional cone roof, and clapboard siding. Peters Hall differs

from Joachim Hintz’s first pavilion, built only three years earlier, primarily in the scale

and design of its roof framing system.

An historical photo98 of Peters Hall shows a large crowd gathered before an

impressive and imposing building. The octagonal wood-frame hall rests on a pier and

beam foundation, supported like the Bellville and Cat Spring halls on brick piers. The

hall was originally clad in pine clapboard siding, with tall, four-over-four glazed

windows. Double entry doors provided access to the front and rear of the building. The

sectional cone roof was clad in wood shingles, and the building was topped with a large

octagonal cupola; windows on four sides of the cupola were covered with single side-

hung wooden shutters, and the top of the cupola was decorated with a balustrade. In the

photo, a crowd of men stand on the cupola’s flat roof.

                                                  
97 Handbook of Texas Online, s.v., “Peters-Hacienda Community Hall.”
98 “Bicentennial 1776-1976 and the 79th Anniversary 1897-1976 of the Austin County Gun Club: A
Community Center with Country Atmosphere,” program from the collection of Carolyn Zapalac.
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Figure 19. Undated photo of Peters Hall, courtesy of Carolyn Zapalac.

Today, the exterior of the hall has changed significantly, due to additions on all

eight sides of the building that have expanded its footprint and diminished the effect of

the octagonal roof. The shed-roofed additions to the back of the hall contain the

restrooms and kitchen. The ladies’ dressing room was originally a separate flat-roofed

structure behind the pavilion; unlike the pavilion, it sits directly on the ground. It was

attached to the building and an interior “upstairs” ladies’ restroom was added; a

corrugated metal shed roof extends from below the pavilion’s original eaves to mostly

cover both the “upstairs” and “downstairs” structures. The restrooms are clad in both

wide vertical wood siding and narrower horizontal wood siding, some of which

(particularly on the “downstairs” structure, near the ground) is in poor condition. An old
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exterior door on the east side of the “downstairs” structure is severely deteriorated, and a

small single-pane-sized window on the same elevation is open to the elements.

The restroom addition is built straight out from the back of the hall, creating

notches of space between the side walls of this addition and those adjacent to it. The

kitchen is similarly built straight out on the left side, but the right side of the kitchen is

angled to intersect with the stage addition. The kitchen is a shed-roofed structure,

supported on concrete footings and clad in narrow horizontal wood siding. A modern

solid entry door is located in the center of this structure, with a window (in which an air

conditioning unit is installed) to the right of the door. A small, fixed, three-over-three

window is located on the side of the kitchen facing the restroom addition. A small

wooden deck with railing and wooden stairs, all in poor condition, lead from the door to

the ground.

Continuing counterclockwise around the pavilion, the kitchen connects to the

stage addition, which is clad with slightly wider horizontal clapboard siding. The stage

addition is built straight out, creating a notch between its west wall and the much larger

bar addition. The bar’s shed roof is elevated above the level of the kitchen addition and

slopes more gently away from the original pavilion roof toward the new eaves than does

the kitchen structure. Plainly framed window openings are covered with single side-hung

wooden shutters, constructed of vertical boards separated in the middle by a horizontal

divider, so that the top and bottom halves can be opened separately. Wooden vertical

boards, which have been damaged by moisture where they contact with the ground,

create a skirt around the perimeter of this addition. (Skirting is not found on any other

addition.)

Next to the bar is the new west-facing entrance to the pavilion. (The original

entrance faced south.) All of the walls on this elevation are clad with wide vertical wood
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siding. The current entryway is a covered porch that has been extended past the only

remaining visible exterior wall. Two of the three original window openings are still

visible; the third (farthest right) window has been replaced by a solid double door and

enclosed wooden vestibule. The vestibule is elevated, and earlier wooden steps to the

door have been covered by a landing directly in front of the door, with wooden railings;

this is accessed via a rather steep wooden ramp with one return, enclosed with metal pipe

railings. The vestibule has a small square six-over-six glazed window facing into the

porch area. The porch itself is built on a concrete slab, and the flat roof that covers it is

supported by two slender metal poles. To the right of the vestibule, and extending to

within a few feet of the edge of the concrete slab, is a completely enclosed space.

The additions on the other four sides of the pavilion are identical. To add space

for seating around the dance floor, the exterior walls were pushed out 18 feet. Each wall

still has three windows, unglazed and covered only with shutters, and is sided with wide

vertical wooden boards. The exterior walls are supported on cylindrical concrete posts set

into the ground, with an interior ring of wooden joists, also supported by concrete posts,

halfway between the original perimeter walls and the new ones. Because the building is

elevated on these concrete posts with no skirting, the building’s substructure and the

original front steps are visible.

The roof of the Peters-Hacienda Community Hall pavilion is presently clad in

brown dimensional shingles. The cupola still retains its four window openings, but these

are now covered with fixed louvers. A ventilation pipe now pierces one side of the

cupola, below a window, and the original balustrade has been removed.

Inside the hall, the original perimeter walls have been replaced by rather closely-

spaced lolly columns where the seating areas were added. The massive structure of the

roof framing system is immediately apparent. The center column is only about eight feet
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high, and the primary roof framing members are all 6" x 6" beams. The loads from the

roof are transferred down through eight 6" x 6" vertical posts (the “silo”), which are let

into and rest upon eight 6" x 6" horizontal beams. At this joint, the end of the vertical

posts and the horizontal beam are connected to a 4" x 6" radial/diagonal brace that rests

on top of the center column. The opposite end of the horizontal beam rests on the sill

plate of the original exterior perimeter wall. Holding this system together are two sets of

2" x 6" planks: one set that forms a hoop around the vertical posts, and a second set that

spans between vertical posts across the open space above the center column. Two-by-six

planks are also used to cross-brace the vertical posts to one another. Above the cross-

bracing, a second 2" x 6" plank hoop surrounds the vertical posts.

In addition to the 6" x 6" horizontal beam, a 2" x 6" horizontal member extends

from each vertical post to the nearest hip rafter. A vertical 2" x 6" and a diagonal 2" x 4"

form a right triangle with the 6" x 6" horizontal beam. The diagonal member (effectively,

the hypotenuse of the triangle) connects at one end to the major joint created by the 6" x

6" horizontal beam, the 6" x 6" vertical post, and the 4" x 6" radial/diagonal brace; at the

other end, it connects to the hip rafter and the vertical 2" x 6". Between hip rafters, a 2" x

4" hoop encircles the roof about 6–8 feet above the sill plate. The diagonal member is

connected to this hoop by two 2" x 4" purlins, and it also is connected to the upper

horizontal beam. Finally, a vertical 2" x 4" extends from the diagonal member to the hip

rafter above it.

This framing system, built of heavy oak lumber, is elegant in its simplicity and in

its efficient transfer of loads to the single center post. The roof is framed much like the

pavilion at Bellville, but here the rafters are spaced farther apart and there are fewer of

them, and the lath is heavier as well.
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Figure 20. Structural system, Peters-Hacienda Community Hall. Solid models by Alan
McDougal.
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CAT SPRING AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY PAVILION, 1903

The Cat Spring Agricultural Society hall, built by Joachim Hintz in 1903, is a

twelve-sided wooden structure near the original Cat Spring townsite in Austin County.99

The pavilion is located on a five-acre plot of land near the intersection of Farm Roads

949 and 1094, approximately eight miles west of State Highway 36.  The property also

contains a refreshment stand, barbeque pit, storage building, log cabin, and covered

dining area.

The pavilion’s construction marked the end of a lengthy land acquisition

process by the Society that spanned nearly 20 years. Because of the extensive information

available for this hall, a more detailed history and architectural description is possible

than for any other round dance hall in Texas.

                                                  
99 After the arrival of the railroad in 1880, the entire town moved two miles to the southwest, to be closer
to the depot.
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Figure 21. Exterior, Cat Spring Agricultural Society Pavilion. Undated photo courtesy of
 Marilyn Nelson.

Figure 22. Aerial view, Cat Spring Agricultural Pavilion. Undated photo courtesy of
Marilyn Nelson.
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Architectural History

The Society was organized in 1856, and in May 1883, having spent many

years holding its functions in various buildings around town, decided to “buy a piece of

land and build on it an assembly hall of its own.”100 No additional action was taken,

however, and in October 1886, the minutes once again note the approval of a suggestion

to buy “at least three acres of land.” A committee was appointed and at the next meeting,

on November 7, 1886, reported that “the piece of ground owned by Herr A. and Frau

Peters is the one most suitable. This property was tentatively selected for purchase.” The

property acquisition committee was then reappointed “for the purpose of buying this

property as cheap as possible,” for no more than $1000 for the entire property or up to

$500 for half of it. However, Herr Peters was not amenable to the offer, holding out for

$1300 for the full plot or $600 for half, so the purchase was “put off for the time being.”

This was further postponed while the Society incorporated in Fall 1887. 101

In October 1888, a committee was again appointed to find the “best suited

property for a society hall.” Joachim Hintz was a member of that committee, which

reported on November 11 that the Peters property was indeed the most desirable. At that

time, the property included a “store building” and a “dwelling building,” which were

included in the sale along with the fencing then present. Peters agreed to sell the land for

$700 on the condition that he could leave the dwelling building on the property for six

months. In December 1888, the Society paid Peters $300 as a downpayment and executed

a promissory note for the remaining $400. The minutes noted that the next meeting would

be held at the “new Society building” (probably the store building on the Peters

                                                  
100 Cat Spring Agricultural Society, Century of Agricultural Progress, 100.
101 Ibid, 120-121, 129.
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property), and that meeting took place on January 13, 1889. In March of the same year,

renovations to the store building were authorized. 102

While meetings were held in the store building, dances took place outdoors,

on a “giant dance floor” that members assembled and disassembled as needed. In April

1889, the Society “decided to acquire a new dance floor with 64 x 64 foot dimensions”

and authorized a committee including Joachim Hintz to buy the necessary lumber and

materials for an approximately 7,000-square-foot platform. Hintz and Joe Kveton built

the floor with $150 in lumber acquired from Henry House of Houston. The floor was

taken down after the Anniversary celebration and reconstructed next by “Ch. Garling” for

the Harvest Festival. This process was repeated for these June and October events

through the 1890s. In the meantime, the Society made payments against the note held by

Peters, eventually paying off the mortgage in June 1892.103

Other structures on the property included concession stands, chicken coops,

horse stables, and (in April 1894, built by Joe Kveton) a privy. Kveton constructed a new,

but still temporary, 60' x 80' dance floor of 4" tongue-and-groove boards for the 1897

Anniversary festival. The Society considered purchasing additional land on several

occasions, but did not take action until August 1899, when it bought three acres from

“Batla” for $110.104

The “store building” hall was seriously damaged by the hurricane that

destroyed Galveston in September 1900; in the end, the Sociedty completely replaced its

roof and removed a “back room” entirely. Damage continued to be cleaned up and

repaired through Spring 1901. In August 1902, perhaps as a result of the (by then)

battered condition of their assembly hall, the Society resolved to build a pavilion. By the

                                                  
102 Ibid, 134-135.
103 Ibid, 135-166.
104 Ibid, 146-204.
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next meeting in September, they had approved plans drawn by Joachim Hintz and

authorized a construction committee “to proceed as rapidly as possible with building the

pavilion.” Later that month, at a special meeting, the Society decided to borrow the

money needed for the project and ordered bricks for the pillars beneath the building from

New Ulm. They also selected and surveyed the site. It is not clear how much the pavilion

cost, but the project apparently ran over budget, as the Society borrowed an additional

$300 from August Kellner in November 1902. According to the minutes, “Members

donated logs and poles for the pavilion,” but Carolyn Zapalac stated that the 40-foot-long

beams placed between the center post and the side walls were shipped in from Canada.105

The Society completed the building in December 1902 and held an Inauguration Ball

there on February 8, 1903. Their debt at that time totaled $1,633.55, and they resolved to

rent the pavilion to other societies in order to generate additional revenue.106

Beginning at least in 1908, the Society appointed one of its members to be the

“castellan” or caretaker, and members with expertise in the building trades frequently

performed more substantial repairs when needed. During the hall’s early years, repair

work was ongoing, particularly regular painting and repairs to the roof and to the cupola

(or “turret”), which occasionally required straightening. Gutters were installed in 1925.107

It is interesting to note that the large, single wooden shutters, a common

feature found in Texas dance halls in either a top-hung or (in this case) side-hung style,

were not original to the Cat Spring pavilion. The pavilion – like its twin in Bellville – was

built with glazed wood sash windows, but these were frequently and regularly broken. In

November 1907, the Society “decided to nail a board in front of each window, to prevent

the breaking of so many window panes.” Additional repairs were noted in July 1925. In

                                                  
105 Ibid, 200-216; interview with Carolyn Zapalac.
106 Cat Spring Agricultural Society, Century of Agricultural Progress, 215-216.
107 Ibid, 245, 269, 305.
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May 1927, the Society modified 14 of the windows so that they could be opened from the

top. “The first window” was replaced with a door in December 1928, probably on one of

the walls near the (then separate) ladies’ room building. Member William Andreas

installed shutters over some of the windows in December 1932 or January 1933. Willie

Andreas, along with Alfred Pless, added another door to the pavilion, at a location not

noted in the minutes, in 1936. Additional shutters were installed to cover all of the

windows in July 1940. The Society finally removed the glazed windows entirely in

January 1949, “since so many window panes are always broken and things are missing

from inside the hall.”108

Other changes to the hall over time included the lighting system, consisting of

oil or gasoline lamps, which was in such poor condition in April 1925 that dances had to

be postponed temporarily. Victor Matha replaced these lamps with “a better system” in

1930 by. In July 1937, a committee appointed to investigate the installation of electric

lights in the pavilion sought advice from Emmet Fisher of Bellville before approaching

the agent representing the power company, which had to run a power line to the property.

Whatever Mr. Fisher’s recommendations might have been, the Society was rarely

impatient to complete a building-related task, and they did not install “the necessary

wiring” until 1941. Victor Batla charged the organization $115.37 to wire the pavilion

and other buildings; apparently, this price exceeded the original budget and the Society

had to take out a loan to pay the bill. Batla and Herman Goebel installed additional

lighting around the grounds in Fall 1946. The availability of electricity made possible the

installation of an electric water pump, to replace the original cistern, in 1944; the greater

                                                  
108 Ibid, 220, 242, 305, 311, 317. 331, 343, 411.
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use of water, however, resulted in recurrent shortages and in 1948, the organization

decided to drill a new well.109

Two of the more frequently debated building topics were the location of the

stage and the condition of the dance floor. Originally, the stage was in the center of the

room. According to an undated document provided by Carolyn Zapalac, “12 wood

columns in the center of the hall provided for a bandstand. In 1931, the 12 wood columns

were replaced by a center pole made with concrete to carry the weight.” Although the

center column is not mentioned in the Society’s minutes, Marilyn Nelson confirms that it

was installed at that time. This work was apparently completed in April or early May

1931, as Andrew Jonsan bought the leftover 6" x 6" lumber after the May meeting. The

following year, the organization discussed the condition of the floor and whether they

should scrape it, plane it to make it more smooth and even, or replace it entirely, but no

action was taken. The new stage was apparently satisfactory for some time, but in June

1947, the Society raised the topic of building a new stage as well as an attached interior

restroom. Willie Andreas, H. A. Strauss, Leslie Reibenstein (a contractor from Sealy),

and the secretary met with a Mr. Meinscher in February 1948 to make the plans for this

work, which seems to have been undertaken soon after, as the May 1948 minutes note the

purchase of another lavatory for the new ladies’ restroom. (These additions were made to

the three most northerly sides of the pavilion, with the restroom, a storage room, and the

stage each added to one side of the building.) The dance floor was left alone until Spring

1950, at which time the Society discussed and then deferred replacement of the oak

floorboards due to the high price of the flooring; the old floor was sanded instead by

Victor Batla, with a sander rented from the Temple Lumber Company in Bellville.

Finally, in August 1955, the Society decided to replace the old dance floor; the next

                                                  
109 Ibid, 304, 322, 354, 373-374, 378, 387, 399, 408.
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month, they resolved to make it a new maple floor and to remove the existing stage so

that the flooring could be installed underneath. The expected installation cost was 5 cents

per foot, with an additional 5 cents per foot for the “landing”, the raised seating platform

around the perimeter of the hall. The new floor was completed by November 1955, and

Richard Kloss installed a new stage the following month.110

The hall was substantially altered with the addition of a 15' x 20' “coffee

room,” a 15' x 12' “candy and ice cream room,” and a beer bar, all constructed by

William Andreas in the spring of 1936. A new roof was put on the entire pavilion in

February 1938, on the “old bar” in July 1944, on the soft drink stand in 1945, and on the

new bar stand in 1947.111 At some point after 1955, the Society added more space for

seating to the south, southeast, east, and northeast sides of the pavilion and removed the

step and bench “landing” that originally circled the interior perimeter of the hall. The

addition is clearly distinguished by its flooring (3 1/4" pine, versus the 2 1/4" maple in

the original building) and the former location of the step is visible on the maple floor.

Window openings in the additions match the originals – three windows per side of the

building – and the shutters that cover these unglazed openings resemble one-over-one

sashes with a horizontal rail dividing the wood panels in half.

The rest of the property changed over time, as well. A concession building

was constructed in 1906, and an “old log house” on the “Festplatz” was sold for $1.00 to

William Schultz Sr. in October 1908. (The log house was reconstructed for the Society’s

75th anniversary in 1931.) At some point prior to 1909, a ladies’ restroom had been

constructed in a separate building; this was torn down and rebuilt in 1919. The Society

considered demolishing “the old society building” (probably the store building) in 1920.

                                                  
110 Ibid, 323-324, 329, 403, 406-407, 418, 451-453.
111 Ibid, 343. 358, 388, 394, 403, 417.
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They added barbeque to the menu at the June anniversary celebration in 1922, and Jake

Jonsan built a barbeque pit in 1924 by. An ice cream stand, bar stand, and coffee stand

were added the same year. The current bar/hamburger stand building started its life as a

“pickling building,” which the Society purchased from the Cat Spring Cucumber

Association and moved to the property in 1927. A smokehouse for sausage was

constructed by Ben Andreas “with new galvanized iron” in 1936. In 1940, the members

bought stone from a wall at Sam Zubicek’s place and hauled it to the Society’s property

in order to build a stone barbeque pit. They tried to sell the ladies’ room building “to the

highest bidder” in 1948, but had no takers; an attached ladies’ room was added to the

pavilion that spring. A pit toilet for the men (apparently their first dedicated restroom

space, and probably separate from the pavilion) was constructed in 1950. In 1950, they

improved the bar/hamburger stand building by adding a concrete floor beneath the entire

structure and constructing a kitchen and dining room inside. Finally, the Society

expanded its property once more when the new Farm to Market Road bisected Adolph

Kollatchny’s neighboring farm and they purchased the orphaned land on their side of the

road.112

Architectural Description

The Cat Spring Agricultural Society pavilion sits in the center of the

organization’s property, amidst trees of varying sizes and species that were mostly

donated and planted by members. The pavilion is oriented with a north-south line running

through the center of the building to two of its 12 corners.

                                                  
112 Ibid, 236, 245, 251, 280, 288, 294, 301-304, 317-318, 350, 370, 406, 417-418, 433.
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Figure 23. Orientation of Cat Spring Agricultural Society pavilion on site. Drawing by
the author.

Two of the building’s 12 sides (the southwest [SW] and west-southwest

[WSW] elevations) retain their original exterior walls; continuing clockwise, additions to

the building include the bar (WNW), kitchen (NW), restrooms (NNW), storage room

(NNE), stage (NE), and additional seating (ENE, ESE, SE, and SSE). The SSW addition

contains the original front entrance and ticket booth. The second door is still located on

the ESE elevation. At the time of its completion, the pavilion measured 85 feet across and

enclosed nearly 5800 square feet of dance floor. Today, the additions have expanded its

footprint by about 4000 square feet.
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Measured drawings for the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS),

completed by students at the Winedale Institute in Historic Preservation in 1979113

provide details of the building’s construction. The 12-sided building rests on two separate

foundations; in the center of the building, a square concrete block is surrounded by an

dodecagonal brick foundation, six courses high and measuring 12' across at its widest

point. Each of the 12 sides of the central foundation measures 3' 2" and is topped by a 6"

x 6" wood sill plate. The exterior foundation consists of 36 masonry piers constructed of

hand-pressed brick on brick footings: 24 piers distributed evenly throughout the space

between the exterior elevations and the central foundation, and one pier located at each of

the 12 corners of the building.

The 12' 7"-high exterior walls are framed in wood and were originally sided

with horizontal wood clapboard siding. The HABS materials list indicates that the

pavilion is constructed with pine lumber. Originally, 10 sides of the building included

windows (three four-over-four wood sash windows per side), and the other two sides

each contained a double door flanked by two windows. Two of the “window walls” are

extant. As mentioned above, additions were made to the building over time; where walls

were removed to create seating areas, support posts remain; where additions required

enclosure, such as the restrooms and storage room, the original exterior walls were

changed to eliminate the window and door openings.

The building’s roof is a 12-part sectional cone topped with a 10'-high

dodecagonal cupola. The roof was originally clad in wooden shingles but is now covered

in standing-seam metal. The cupola featured four-over-four windows, measuring

                                                  
113 The Historic American Building Survey of the Cat Spring Agricultural Society Pavilion, HABS TX-
386, was produced by Sheryl S. Gilchrist, Kathryn G. Cox, and Margaret Mary Malone. The Winedale
Institute in Historic Preservation was a four-week summer workshop in historic site documentation and
recordation offered by the University of Texas School of Architecture under the direction of Professor
Wayne Bell between 1975 and 1993.
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approximately 5' x 2', which were opened for ventilation; these have been replaced with

metal louvers, and the base of the cupola has been enclosed with plywood, cut to

surround a cylindrical modern ventilation duct. At one time, the cupola was topped by a

gingerbread balustrade and a 16'-high flagpole.

The interior space within the pavilion consists of a single large room plus the

enclosed kitchen, bar, restroom, and storage room additions. The interior walls are

finished with sheetrock to a height of about 10 feet, above which the unfinished wall

framing is visible. The space is open to the roof, exposing the structural system and air

conditioning/heating ductwork and air-handling units, which are suspended from the

primary horizontal beams that span between the center column and the exterior walls.

Also suspended from the horizontal beams are electric lights and ceiling fans. Fiber-optic

light strands are attached to the underside of these joists to provide additional lighting and

decoration.
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Figure 24. Interior, Cat Spring Agricultural Society Pavilion. Photo by the author.

The roof framing system has been changed over time; the center supports for this

system originally included 12 wooden columns in the middle of the dance floor, creating

a gazebo-like bandstand. According to Marilyn Nelson, a wooden staircase above the

bandstand led to a landing beneath the cupola, where someone could stand to open the

shutters for ventilation. While the staircase is gone now, the landing is still there. Based

on Nelson’s recollection, it would seem each column must have supported a single 6 x 6

vertical beam, which rose to support the roof along the perimeter of the cupola. If this

were indeed the case, it would support the theory that the round dance halls were based

on round barn designs; the space occupied by the bandstand and staircase would have

been similar to that of a central silo.
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Figure 25. Structural diagram, Cat Spring Agricultural Society Pavilion (identical to
Bellville Turnverein Pavilion). Solid models by Alan McDougal.
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When the center concrete column was installed in 1931, the 12 wooden

columns were removed. The roof framing system was necessarily altered at the same

time: first, short joists were added to extend the primary horizontal beams to the center

column.  At that intersection, the beam and joist were bolted together, along with the

vertical post that had rested on the wooden column prior to its removal. Other diagonal

braces were added to transfer the loads from the vertical posts to the center column, and it

is unclear examining the structure today — given the complexity of the present roof

framing system and the age of the original and modified components — just how many

more stabilizing and load-transferring members were added in 1931.

Figure 26. Roof framing system, Cat Spring Agricultural Society Pavilion. Photo by Alan
McDougal.
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FAYETTEVILLE KJT HALL, 1912

Fayetteville is located in western Austin County at the junctions of State

Highway 159 and Farm Roads 955 and 1291. Originally a German community,

Fayetteville became predominantly Czech in the late 1800s and has been called the

“Center of Czech Immigration to Texas.”

Architectural History

An octagonal hall was built for the Fayetteville KJT (Catholic Union of

Texas) in 1912, at 303 E. Bell Street where it intersects with Thompson Street (Hwy

1291). Parishioner Rosa Zdaril donated the land, and KJT members constructed the

building. 114 A photograph in Roger Kolar’s report, “Early Czech Dance Halls in Texas,”

dated September 30, 1975, shows the hall at that time. The hall was replaced by a metal

building in 1993. 115

Architectural Description

The Fayetteville KJT hall was built upon masonry piers and clad in horizontal

siding. Its sectional cone roof ended in a peak, with no cupola; at the time of the

photograph, it appears to have been covered in modern shingles. The front elevation and

two adjacent sides of the building are visible in the photo; the front features a pedimented

porch roof over the front double-entry door with the letters “K.J.T.” inside the pediment.

A shed roof extends to either side of the pediment; on the right, this creates an open

porch, and on the left, the roof covers an enclosed addition to the building. This addition

continues to the left around the adjacent elevation.

The original building seems to have had three tall shuttered windows on each

elevation; on the addition, three sets of shorter, wider double windows are visible. These
                                                  
114 Information from Fayette Archives, Fayetteville Area Heritage Museum, courtesy of Irene Polansky.
115 Ibid.
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are also shuttered in the photograph. Kolar states in his report that the window openings

were unglazed and that the interior structure was exposed and unpainted.116

According to information from the Fayette Archives, provided by Irene

Polansky of the Fayetteville Area Heritage Museum, “There was no supporting center

column inside, which gave a big open area for dancing. To the left inside the hall was a

half wall with an edged shelf where parents could lay their sleeping children while they

danced the night away.”

It is likely that the builders were able to construct this structure with no

supporting center pole because of its relatively small size. As has been noted above, plans

for at least one small octagonal barn with an open floor plan had been published in

farming journals. However, since the building is no longer extant and no photographs of

the interior have been located to date, the author can make no definitive statement about

the origin of the hall’s design or what might have influenced it.

The original hall was razed in 1993 “due to deterioration” with no advance

notice to the community.

LIEDERTAFEL SINGING SOCIETY/FIREMAN’S HALL, 1914

The next round dance hall was constructed in Sealy in 1914. Sealy was a

major railroad town in the late 1800s, served by three railway lines; it was also the

headquarters of the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railroad for 25 years (1875–1900).

Today, Sealy is probably best known as the birthplace of the Sealy Mattress Factory. It is

also the largest city in Austin County.

The Liedertafel (in English, “song board”) Singing Society was formed by

German residents of Sealy sometime in the late 1890s. German immigrants loved music
                                                  
116 Kolar, Early Czech Dance Halls in Texas, description of the hall on page 11; photo, figure 22.
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and were especially fond of singing clubs; in nearby Texas towns, the Millheim

Harmonie Hall, Welcome Maennerchor (“men’s choir”) Hall, and Austin Saengerrunde

(“singer-round”) Hall were all built to house such organizations.

Figure 27. Exterior, Sealy Liedertafel Hall. Photo by Alan McDougal.

Architectural History

Before the Liedertafel Hall was built, meetings were held at the home of

member Ferdinand Lux, near the end of Main Street in Sealy. Lux owned an adjacent

cornfield with Fritz Kinkler, and in January 1913 the men sold the field to the Singing

Society. Marcus Kinkler, Lux, and a group of Society members built the hall in 1914 with

assistance from Louis Sommermeyer, a local contractor.117 “The eight-sided hall was

built from materials purchased from the F. W. Hackbarth Lumber Company. There were
                                                  
117 Austin County Historical Commission, Dance Halls of Austin County, 48-49.
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about 19 singing society members in 1914, and they hosted many concerts, festivals and

dances for the community.”118

The Liedertafel Hall was built with a center pole, around which the band

would assemble during dances. This hall is smaller than the Hintz halls, however, and its

roof is supported only by the center post and the radial purlins that brace that post against

the hip rafters. As a result, the hall is almost completely open to the roof, giving the

appearance of a much larger space.

The Liedertafel Hall looks much like the older halls from the exterior; its

octagonal sectional roof is topped with a cupola (albeit one of a much smaller scale than

its predecessors), and the top of the cupola once featured a balustrade and flagpole. Its

windows were shuttered, and its dance floor was laid in maple. “The Liedertafel Hall was

a popular gathering place for special events for many years. Other organizations, lodges

and churches used the grounds and hall for their own celebrations, as well. In 1934, the

Sealy Volunteer Fire Department began holding its annual ‘Fireman’s Frolic’ fundraiser

at the hall. By 1944 the building was in need of repair and the singing society members

were aging. Stockholders voted to sell the hall and land to the Fire Department, which

raised funds to purchase and renovate the structure. It became known as the Firemen’s

Hall. In June 1945 the new Fireman’s Park opened with a celebration. The following year

The Houston Post reported 5,000 attendees at the Firemen’s Frolic.”119 An oak floor was

laid over the original one at that time. 120

In 1993, the hall was vacant and unused.121 The firemen donated the hall to

the Sealy Area Historical Society in 1995, and restoration efforts started the same year.

                                                  
118 Texas Historical Commission, historical subject marker, 2000.
119 Ibid.
120 Ibid.
121 Ibid.
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Today, the Liedertafel Hall has been restored and modernized and is in demand for

parties and celebrations. A Texas historical marker, commemorating the Liedertafel, was

placed outside the hall in 2000.

Architectural Description

The Liedertafel Hall is located in a park-like setting at the intersections of Lux

Road and Peschel Lane, on the west side of Sealy. The hall faces east toward Lux Road,

and a circular asphalt driveway bordered with concrete both provides access and creates a

landscaping feature within which stands a decorative metal arch; scrollwork above and at

the sides of the arch frames the words “LIEDERTAFEL HALL Est. 1914”. The property

past the circular driveway is bordered with a white vinyl picket fence about three feet

high. Shrubs are planted along the front fence, which breaks to provide a wide entrance to

the hall. From the driveway to the hall, commemorative bricks pave a sizeable Donor

Recognition patio; a flagpole and historical marker are located within this space as well.

A continuous wide brick walkway surrounds the hall, and gently curving brick sidewalks

lead from the north and south elevations to parking areas. A gazebo is located between

the hall and the street corner to the southeast. An asphalt parking lot to the rear of the

building extends to the rear (west) elevation, providing access for loading and unloading

through a rear door.

The Liedertafel Hall’s sectional cone roof intersects at its base with a slightly

sloped shed roof that covers the perimeter of the building, with two additions to the back

of the building for restrooms and a kitchen. The front elevation of the hall features a set

of concrete steps leading to solid double entry doors. These are covered by a gabled

porch supported on simple wooden posts; railings at the sides of the porch continue

forward and flank the steps. A concrete ramp curves along the front façade to the

northeast, providing access for the disabled. The building is sided in narrow white siding,
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and pale gray standing-seam metal covers the roof. The gabled porch roof is clad with

gray shingles and topped with a small, flat-roofed, octagonal cupola; fixed louvered

shutters, painted gray, cover window openings on all eight sides of the cupola.

The pale gray trim color is continued on the concrete front entry steps, as well as

on the single side-hung wooden shutters (louvered on the exterior but solid on the

interior), which cover all of the nine-over-six tall glazed windows. The front (east)

elevation features four windows — two on either side of the front door. Each of the two

sides of the hall adjacent to the front entrance (the northeast and southeast elevations), as

well as the north elevation, contains four windows. The south elevation consists of a

single door at ground level with exterior light sconces at the top corners of the door; two

nine-over-six windows flank the door in the same location as the outer two windows on

the north, northeast, and southeast elevations. Opposite the front door, the west elevation

encloses the stage and has three windows. The electrical box and air conditioning units

are located at the base of this elevation. Built out from the northwest and southwest

elevations are two shed-roof additions; the southwest addition is as wide as the side of the

building, but the northwest addition is only about 2/3 as wide, providing access to a

single solid entry door to its right. The building rests on masonry piers and is skirted with

a strip of white lattice.

Prior to the 1995–1998 restoration, which altered the size and position of some of

the windows, the front elevation featured two double-size windows flanking the door. On

other elevations, the window openings were inconsistently sized and positioned; for

example, on both the northeast and southeast elevations, the left-most window was taller

and narrower than the other three and positioned several inches below them. During the
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restoration, all new windows were installed in the most common size and shape. The

building was also covered with insulating board before being re-sided.122

The interior of the Sealy Liedertafel Hall is open and airy, with an octagonal

center pole in the middle of the dance floor. The roof framing includes two common

rafters between each set of hip rafters, and hip jacks. Like most of the other halls, the roof

framing system is exposed; unlike any of the others, it consists solely of two sets of

beams and braces that radiate from the center post, one set above the other. The lower 16

horizontal 2" x 6" beams are attached to a hoop approximately 12 feet below the apex of

the roof. Eight of the rafters intersect with the hip rafters, while the other eight intersect

with the hoop midway between the two common rafters. Above this, eight braces are

attached to the very top of the center post, about 2-3 feet above the beams. These braces

radiate upward to connect with the hip rafter at each corner of the cupola base. Horizontal

members are used to cross-brace both the base of the cupola and its roof. The cupola on

this hall is otherwise completely open, and its ceiling and louvered window openings are

visible from the dance floor. Wood lath above the rafters appears to be 1" x 4" stock,

irregularly spaced, with a mixture of old and new components. The standing seam metal

roof is attached directly to these, making the underside of the sheet metal visible to the

building’s interior.

                                                  
122 Historic photos from the collection of Carolyn Zapalac.
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Figure 28. Structural system, Sealy Liedertafel Hall. Solid models by Alan McDougal.

To support the hall’s sectional cone roof, as well as the roof covering the seating

areas surrounding the dance floor, the interior is encircled with tri-partite stanchions.

Each stanchion consists of a square post about four feet tall, which is topped with a round
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column that extends about five feet higher and, above that, a large 45º-45º-90º triangular

brace, which rests on the point of its right angle. The framing of the braces is not visible,

as the triangles are covered with drywall and trimmed with 1" x 4" stock. Where the

stanchions are located at the corners of the building, the two halves of each triangle

follow the line of the top sill, so that these braces appear to be slightly folded along their

center lines.

The interior walls are clad in horizontal pine boards, with two-light electric wall

sconces between each pair of windows around the hall. Modern ceiling fans with globe

light fixtures, suspended from the hip rafters, provide additional lighting.

KJT SOCIETY NO. 40 LODGE/ RIVERSIDE HALL, 1927/1987

Many of today’s dance halls are the second or third buildings in each

community to serve that purpose, in no small part because early wooden halls often were

destroyed by fire. The most recently constructed octagonal dance hall in Texas was built

in East Bernard in 1987, replacing a 1927 hall that was burned to the ground by an

arsonist in 1986.

Figure 29. Riverside Hall, circa 1940. Photo courtesy of Martha Viktorin.
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Known as “Riverside Hall” due its location on the shores of the San Bernard

River, this building is home to the St. Wenceslaus Society No. 40 of the KJT (Catholic

Union of Texas). The Society is associated with Holy Cross Parish in East Bernard, and

the following historical information was provided by parish historian Martha Viktorin,

from her self-published book, The History of Holy Cross Parish, East Bernard, Texas

(1996).

Society No. 40 was organized on June 16, 1905, and accepted into the KJT

two months later. Early meetings were held in the Middle Bernard school building and in

a dance hall owned by August E. Morris. In 1913, the Society built its first hall on

Church Street in East Bernard; the construction cost of $4,000 was partially covered by

the sale of “shares” — $770 donations from members and $810 from non-members. A

note for the balance of the cost was paid off over time.

The hall, a rectangular hipped-roof building with a broad front porch, served

as a school, social center, and entertainment facility for the parish. The Society enlarged

both its property and its hall in 1929, in preparation for the General KJT Convention held

in East Bernard that year. The additional land was purchased from F. F. Kretek, and the

construction work on the hall was performed by Raymond Morris and Dominic Nezval.

The Church Street hall burned to the ground in April 1939, and the Society

bought Riverside Hall from the Union State Bank for $3,300 in July of the same year.

The octagonal hall had been built in 1925 by investors Bert Tavener, John Kopecky, and

John Cook, and was sold to the local American Legion post only a few years later. The

Union State Bank bought it in 1934. According to historian Martha Viktorin, “The

wooden structure measured 95 feet across and was framed with large wooden beams

secured by huge bolts. A large center pole supported the circular ceiling where all the

beams met in a crisscross pattern.” Unfortunately, the author has been unable to locate
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any pictures of the roof framing system. Riverside Hall was remodeled in 1953 to add a

large kitchen to the west elevation. The hall featured a center pole and long horizontal

window openings covered with top-hung wood panel shutters; the shutters were propped

open with wooden poles. The sectional cone roof rose to a peak topped by a lightning

rod.

From the 1930s on, Riverside Hall was a popular entertainment venue. Jazz

orchestras led by such greats as Benny Goodman, Sammy Kaye, and Guy Lombardo

played there before World War II, and for several decades following the war, the hall

became known for the polka bands that graced its stage. Texas polka masters including

Joe Patek, Lee Roy Matocha, Bill Mraz, the Baca Bands, and the Krenek Bands all

performed for “overflowing crowds.” Local rock and roll bands in the 1960s and 1970s

fared just as well, “packing them in” for as many as 15 dances each month. Country

music artists such as Willie Nelson, Adolph Hofner, Charlie Pride, Ernest Stubb, Johnny

Paycheck, and Jimmy Heap, as well as local favorites like the South Texas Bohemian

Cowboys, also performed at Riverside Hall.

Unfortunately, the hall was destroyed by fire on April 9, 1986, when Michael

James Steinbocher threw Molotov cocktails through the windows of the hall in an attempt

to create a diversion while he burglarized a local residence. The fire raged out of control

and could not be extinguished, despite the efforts of firefighters from several area fire

departments. The building was a total loss.

The Society immediately began planning to construct a larger octagonal

masonry hall on the same site. Designed by architect Chris J. Hlavinka, the existing

building includes a dance hall; a large rectangular meeting hall, which contains the

kitchen and bar; and a lobby with restrooms between the two spaces.  The dance hall

measures 50 feet on each side and 120 feet across; its 5,500-square-foot, northern hard
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maple dance floor is surrounded by seating for 750. A steel center pole supports steel roof

trusses. The building is constructed of concrete block masonry, finished on the exterior to

resemble sandstone. The octagonal roof above the dance hall portion is clad with brown

metal panels and features an enclosed monitor topped with a cupola, both of which are

covered with white vertical siding.

COSHATTE HALL, 1928

Many dance halls started as simple platforms, and Coshatte Hall is no

exception. Located southwest of Bellville, equidistant between FM 529 and State

Highway 36, at the intersection of Smith and Coshatte Roads, this hall represents another

common theme among Texas dance halls: the ongoing replacement of smaller buildings

with larger ones as communities grew, from the late 1800s through the 1930s.

Figure 30. Exterior, Coshatte Hall. Photo by the author.
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Architectural History

The Coshatte community established a school and a recreation platform, on land

donated by the Carl Timme family, in 1882-1883. The Coshatte TurnVerein was

organized to use and maintain the platform, which was replaced by a rectangular hall in

1889. That hall contained a “ladies room,” a men’s “bull pen,” and the stage; the

remainder of the hall was open. Many community events, as well as meetings of the

TurnVerein and the Sister Lodge of the Sons of Hermann, were held there.123

The present octagonal hall was built in 1928 on the same site, replacing the

rectangular building. This hall originally included a carbide lighting system, gas heater,

and unglazed window openings covered with top-hung wooden shutters. Electricity was

added in 1941-42, making possible air conditioning and a water well with electric pump.

The Coshatte TurnVerein became the Coshatte Agricultural Society in 1950. Records

from the hall’s early history were destroyed in a fire at the secretary’s home, so little

additional information is available.124

Architectural Description

Coshatte Hall is an octagonal wood-frame structure, measuring 37 feet per side

and facing northeast toward Coshatte Road. It is sited at the crest of a hill, within steps

from two large associated outbuildings. The hall is covered with horizontal white wood

siding and topped with a sectional cone roof clad in brown shingles and a small, louvered

metal ventilator at its peak. A circular driveway and the areas immediately adjacent to the

outbuildings are paved in gravel.

The northeast elevation contains the front entrance and two large unglazed

window openings, half as wide as they are high, covered with single top-hung wooden

                                                  
123 Austin County Historical Commission, Dance Halls of Austin County, 15.
124 Ibid.
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shutters. The shutters and the paneled double front entry door are trimmed in green. The

northwest elevation is identical to this one. The north, east, and southeast elevations each

contain three of the same window openings, but no doors.

The hall has two additions, for restrooms and the kitchen, on the west and south

elevations at the rear of the building. It is unclear whether these were original or

constructed at some later date. These additions are topped by shed roofs with the same

shingles as the sectional cone roof. The west/kitchen addition has a window opening and

a single modern solid entry door on its north-facing side, with a second similar door

directly opposite on the south-facing side, so that diners can be served as they walk

through the structure. A short flight of concrete steps leads to each door. The rear, or

west, side of the addition includes two window openings, which are shuttered, as are all

of the hall’s windows. A small shed roof on the south-facing side of the hall, about four

feet off the ground, covers an air-conditioning unit.

The south addition contains restrooms and can be accessed only from the interior.

Several small window openings are present: one square window in the west-facing side

of the addition and two tall rectangular openings on the west half of the rear/south-facing

side. A hole in the middle of the south-facing side of the restroom addition, about 12

inches square, may have been used for a stove pipe. The east-facing side of this addition

is a solid wall with no fenestration.

The rear or southwest elevation, which backs the stage, has a bank of three

window openings: the outermost two are covered with single side-hung shutters and the

center large opening is covered with a single top-hung shutter. A modern solid single-

entry door is located to the right of these windows and is accessed via a small wooden

ramp. All of the hall’s heating and ventilation equipment is located on the ground below

the bank of windows and is enclosed with a wooden rail fence.
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All of the window shutters are clad with the same exterior siding as the rest of the

building; inside the hall, the shutters are backed with plywood, stained to match the pine

planks covering the walls.

The interior of the hall is covered almost entirely in wood. The dance floor is

made of narrow, unfinished, oak strip flooring. Simple, massive wooden benches line the

perimeter of the hall on an elevated platform of wide pine planks. A shallow raised stage

is enclosed with a low, decorative metal railing, which breaks at the center to allow

access from the dance floor via a short flight of steps. A curtain hangs directly on the

wall, creating a backdrop as well as an illusion of depth behind the stage apron.

Figure 31. Perimeter bench, Coshatte Hall. Photo by the author.

The roof framing system in Coshatte Hall is exposed, and it is supported not only

by a center pole, but also by eight-inch-square columns at each corner of the building, set
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several feet into the room away from the perimeter walls. These columns are simply but

elegantly trimmed with wood molding at the top, bottom, and corners, creating a paneled

appearance; they carry some of the load that would otherwise be transferred from the

principal horizontal beams to the exterior walls. Where two of the columns have been

removed on either side of the stage, the ghosts of their footprints are visible on the dance

floor.

Figure 32. Perimeter support column, Coshatte Hall. Photo by the author.

Unlike the dance halls with a cupola at the apex of their roofs, the roof at Coshatte

Hall does not end at the base of its ventilator. Instead, the ventilator is set on a small

louvered box above an opening in the roof’s peak, where 16 hip rafters and common

rafters meet at a point atop the center pole and the plywood sheathing has been cut away.

The hip rafters and common rafters all extend to meet the top sill of the exterior wall;
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jack rafters and evenly spaced wooden lath support the plywood sheathing and, above

that, the shingles.

Figure 33. Structural system, Coshatte Hall. Solid models by Alan McDougal.
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The center support consists of a large square cement column, about 10 feet high

and painted bright white. The top of the concrete column is covered with a large, square,

corroded metal plate. A single square timber, about 12 feet in length, rises from the center

of this plate and is surrounded by horizontal beams and diagonal braces that radiate

outward from the center pole.

Each horizontal beam is constructed from a pair of 2" x 6" timbers, which extend

from the center column to the corners of the building, resting on the 8" x 8" columns just

inside the perimeter wall as well as the top sill. On the same plane and centered between

each of these beams is a single non-structural 2" x 4" that stops short of the exterior wall

and is supported by two concentric hoops of 1" x 6" members laid flat over the horizontal

beams; the 2" x 4" components are used for hanging decorative streamers, which are

attached to the undersides of the horizontal beams as well.

Extending upward at a diagonal from the center plate are eight 4" x 4" braces,

which intersect at the midpoint of the hip rafters with 4" x 6" vertical posts that rest on

the horizontal beams. At the base of these vertical posts, a second set of 4" x 4" diagonal

braces extends to a lower point on the roof, where each brace intersects with another 4" x

6" vertical post, also supported by the horizontal beam. A concentric hoop of 2" x 4"

members connects the tops of each set of vertical posts and is further tied into the framing

system with 1" x 6" boards that join the middle of each 2" x 4" to the bottom of the

vertical posts on either side.

Based on an examination of this framing system, it appears to be original, with

only a few elements having been replaced over time. This hall, like the Liedertafel Hall in

Sealy, benefits from being smaller than the larger buildings at Bellville and Cat Spring,

and therefore can make do with a simpler superstructure.
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MIXVILLE SUNRISE HALL, 1928

Built the same year as Coshatte Hall, the Mixville Sunrise Hall, located just

off SH-36 between Sealy and Wallis, contains one of two examples of a poorly designed

roof framing plan. Mixville Sunrise Hall is also the only hexagonal dance hall that the

author has identified, and the only vacant hall in this group. Now on private property, it is

empty and deteriorating, a far cry from its heyday when it was a popular venue for the

Texas Czech bands such as the Sunset Playboys and the Baca Band.

Figure 34. Exterior, Mixville Sunrise Hall. Photo by Alan McDougal.

Architectural History

After Joe and Amalie Pavlicek sold the Frydek Pleasure Hall to Joe Svinky in the

late 1920s, they bought an existing dance platform and the land on which it sat from Jim

Pavlicek. Mixville Sunrise Hall was built there in 1928 by Joe Sodolak, Vince Vancik,

Frank Lastovica, and Adolph Kovasovic. The 1" x 12" siding, tin roof, and pine flooring

were purchased from the Wallis Lumber Company. The hall was dedicated in 1929, and a
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photo of that event shows a large crowd in attendance for the performances of local radio

stars Dicky McBride and Laura Lee.125 Today, however, Mixville Sunrise Hall is empty

and dilapidated, although Austin County Historical Commission chairperson Grace

Holtkamp has recently indicated that the current owner is interested in restoring the hall.

Architectural Description

The Mixville Sunrise Hall is a six-sided building sited on the south side of

Mixville Road in the southern part of Austin County, south of Interstate 10 and close to

State Highway 36. Since it is on private property, the author worked through Mrs.

Holtkamp to obtain the owner’s permission to access the building.

The hall’s original front entrance faces southeast toward Mixville Road, with a

second large doorway facing south toward the property’s driveway; on the other side of

the driveway sits the owner’s residence. No steps remain below the doorways. Each side

of the building measures 40' 3" and rests on concrete footings set about 6' 8" apart around

the perimeter. To the east of the hall are the remnants of what appears to be a small food

stand building; next to that is an equipment shed.

                                                  
125 Austin County Historical Commission, Dance Halls of Austin County, 30.
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Figure 35. Side entrance, Mixville Sunrise Hall. Photo by the author.

The hall is clad in vertical wood siding, with single top-hung shutters of the same

material covering the unglazed window openings. Both the original southeast entrance

and the wide doorway on the south side of the building are covered with large sheets of

corrugated metal, a piece of which is also used to patch a large hole on the west

elevation. The building was last painted red, although only traces of paint are visible

today; in an historic photo, it was painted white. Its roof is covered in sheets of

corrugated metal; newer material at the peak covers a hole left when the hexagonal

cupola was removed.

Two additions to the hall have been made on the northwest and southwest sides of

the structure. The northwest addition is an enclosed, shed-roofed area that appears to be

contemporaneous to the original building in material and construction. This addition

contains a small room, which is accessed from the hall interior through a single-entry

door; the stage is also inset into the space, although there is no connection between the
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stage and the adjacent room. To the southwest, a large space is enclosed by a shed roof of

corrugated metal and matching siding. As the hall was reportedly used for hay storage in

the 1990s, it is possible that this addition may have been built as a storage area for

vehicles or farm implements. Alternatively, it may have been a covered eating area,

although the presumed food stand on the north side of the hall contains several picnic

tables and is lined with wooden counters at a height appropriate for diners who might

have chosen to stand, while this addition to the dance hall shows no evidence of such

amenities.

Inside the hall, the dance floor is in poor condition and the substructure seems to

be suffering from moisture damage. In some areas, large sections of strip wood flooring

are missing entirely, exposing the joists below, and some sections of the floor,

particularly near the perimeter, are covered with sheets of plywood. A raised platform, of

the type seen in other dance halls for seating around the perimeter of the dance floor, is

extant on the north wall and appears to have been present at one time on other walls as

well.
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Figure 36. Interior with perimeter support posts, Mixville Sunrise Hall. Photo by the
author.

The windows are constructed so that when the shutters are raised, only slender

structural supports divide the openings, which extend nearly the length of each side of the

building. The resulting effect is that of a truly open pavilion. Today, the shutters have

been nailed shut to prevent unauthorized entry. The structural supports between the

window openings carry the load of the top sill for the exterior walls. These 4" x 4" posts

are spaced about eight feet apart and the tops are braced diagonally against the top sill

with 2" x 4" lumber.

The roof framing is supported at the center of the dance floor by a square concrete

column that rises to about 10 feet in height. Directly on top of the column are the six

beams that extend to the corners of the building. Each beam is comprised of two 2" x 6"
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members blocked apart by 2" x 6" spacers. A square wooden plate sits on top of the

beams where they meet over the concrete column. This wooden plate acts as a base for

two sets of diagonal 2" x 6" braces that connect to the hip rafters. The hip rafters meet at

the peak of the roof, within the space originally covered by the cupola. Two concentric

hoops of 2" x 4" lumber circle the inside of the roof decking. The first joins the hip

rafters about halfway down the roofline; the lower set of diagonal braces intersects the

hip rafters just above this hoop. The second (lower) roof-decking hoop is located about

five feet above the top sill of the perimeter wall.

The horizontal beams provide support for the roof at three points. First, halfway

between the center post and the exterior wall, each horizontal beam supports the ends of

two horizontal 2" x 6" members, set on edge, which span the beams to create a hoop on

basically the same plane as the horizontal beams. Just outside this hoop, resting on each

horizontal beam, is a single 2" x 6" member, which rises vertically to intersect with the

hip rafter where it meets the lower diagonal brace. The vertical member is further braced

against that lower diagonal with a 1" x 2". Also extending upward from the horizontal

beam at the same point as the vertical member are two diagonal 2" x 4" braces that

connect the horizontal beam to the upper roof-decking hoop mentioned in the paragraph

above.
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Figure 37. Structural system, Mixville Sunrise Hall. Solid models by Alan McDougal.

The second support member that rests on the horizontal beam is a single 2" x 4"

that connects the beam to the hip rafter above it at a point where hip jacks also intersect

the rafter. The third set of support elements is similar to the first, but it is located only a
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few feet away from the exterior wall and its top sill. Here, both a vertical and a diagonal

member connect the hip rafter to the horizontal beam, and two diagonal braces extend

laterally to join the horizontal beam to the lower roof-decking hoop.

The upper set of diagonal braces extends upward at quite a sharp angle, to the

point that they are nearly vertical. They are attached to the hip rafters with no other

intersecting members at that junction. These “vertical-diagonal” members are clearly

overloaded in compression, as they are visibly beginning to buckle. A hoop of 1" x 4"

slats has been tacked around this set of members for support, but several of these slats

have popped loose due to the deformation of the vertical-diagonals. Additional bracing

has been erected over time to address the worst of the buckling; specifically, slats have

been nailed across two opposing vertical-diagonal members and an adjacent hip rafter,

and rope has been used to tie a vertical-diagonal to the nearest hip rafter.

The general condition of the building, as noted above, is poor, and this is even

more evident from the inside. Light shines through gaps between exterior siding and

places where pieces of siding are missing altogether, and the space is littered with debris.

DEANVILLE SONS OF HERMANN LODGE NO. 301, 1931

This Sons of Hermann lodge hall is located in Deanville, Texas, an

unincorporated community of about 130 residents about eight miles west of State

Highway 36 at the intersections of State Highways 60 and 111, in southwest Burleson

County. Deanville was a station on the Houston and Texas Central railroad line after

1913; the Houston and Texas Central and the Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe railroads meet

at a junction in the city of Caldwell (about eight miles northeast of Deanville). State

Highways 111 and 36 also intersect at Caldwell.
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Figure 38. Exterior, Deanville Sons of Hermann Lodge. Photo by the author.

Architectural History

According to lodge member Tom Krenek, local attempts to document the dance

hall’s history have been largely unsuccessful. Krenek says, “We’ve looked everywhere

for historic photos and information, and the only thing we found was in someone’s

grandmother’s diary, when she mentions going to a dance at the new hall in November

1931.” Krenek provided the following historical information from older lodge members.

The Sons of Hermann Lodge in Deanville was organized and the first lodge hall

built in 1913. That two-story structure was destroyed by fire, and a second building

constructed, which also burned down. The dates of those catastrophes are unknown. The

current hall was built in 1931, probably by local carpenter John Maresh and his son. It is

unclear whether the corrugated metal sheeting that covers the entire exterior of the hall —

roof, walls, and remaining window shutters — was the original material used. During the
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mid-twentieth century, Czech bands led by Joe Patek, Ray Baca, and others made regular

appearances on the Deanville hall’s stage.

Changes over time have included remodeling in the 1970s, at which time the

original shuttered, unglazed window openings were filled with modern windows. Lodge

members also added paneling and a suspended acoustical ceiling to the interior to allow

the hall to be more efficiently air conditioned, changed the ticket booth into a kitchen,

and created restrooms in the former cloakrooms. During the 1970s, the hall was leased to

a music promoter who brought in popular country music artists, including Loretta Lynn

and Jimmy Heap.

In or around 2000, a violent windstorm lifted the roof off the building and

slammed it back down, damaging the structure to the point that the local fire marshal

would not allow the hall to be used for large meetings or dances, due to safety concerns.

Some members of the lodge advocated for tearing the building down and replacing it with

a modern structure, such as the metal building erected on the other side of State Highway

60 as the firemen’s meeting hall. Tom Krenek, who believed that the building could be

saved, enlisted the assistance of Texas A&M University engineering professor James H.

Marsh III, who documented the hall’s damaged condition for the lodge’s insurance

provider and also created plans for reconstructing and stabilizing the roof framing

system. Mike Jatzlau of Giddings performed the reconstruction work, which included

removing the raised seating platform around the perimeter of the dance floor. (That area

of the floor is now painted.) Thanks to the efforts of Mr. Krenek and Mr. Marsh, the hall

was repaired for a fraction of the cost of a new building.

Unfortunately, during the four-year period between the windstorm and the

reconstruction, community events and activities that traditionally had been held at the

Sons of Hermann Lodge — town meetings, voting, etc. — moved to the new firemen’s
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building. As a result, the Lodge has had to rebuild their event and rental business, but

they have had unexpected success with New Year’s Eve dances for the past two years

and are once again renting the hall for weddings, family reunions, fundraising events, etc.

Architectural Description

Sons of Hermann Lodge No. 301 is located at the western edge of the Deanville

community, a mix of residential and commercial buildings along State Highway 111. The

octagonal building is situated on the north side of a generally rectangular plot that fronts

the highway. Other buildings on the property include a barbeque pit, covered eating

areas, and a gazebo.

The hall is oriented so that the hip rafters generally match the cardinal directions;

as a result, the exterior elevations — beginning at the main entrance and continuing

clockwise — face west-northwest (WNW), north-northwest (NNW), north-northeast

(NNE), east-northeast (ENE), east-southeast (ESE), south-southeast (SSE), south-

southwest (SSW), and west-southwest (WSW).
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Figure 39. Orientation of Deanville Sons of Hermann Hall on site. Drawing by the
author.

The building’s foundation combines pyramidal cement footings on the interior

and a solid concrete foundation around the perimeter. The entire building is sheathed with

corrugated sheet metal, possibly aluminum, applied with the ribs in a horizontal

orientation; this appears to be fairly lightweight and exhibits a fair number of dents,

crimps, and other damage. Areas are visible where the same siding was used to make

single top-hung shutters over the windows. All of the windows in the main building are

fixed aluminum windows, set horizontally, although several different types of windows

are present. Some of the windows are covered with what appears to be 1"-square garden
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fencing. The octagonal, sectional cone roof is covered in silver-colored corrugated metal

sheets that appear to be of a heavier weight and possibly a different material than the

siding.  The octagonal cupola is clad with horizontal wood or vinyl siding and topped

with a peaked corrugated metal roof. Both the main roof and cupola roof have metal ridge

caps where roof sections intersect.

Approaching the building from the street, the WNW elevation is divided in half;

to the left side is attached a small addition containing a ticket booth. This addition has a

hipped roof that is let into the main roof, as well as shuttered windows on its NNE- and

WNW-facing sides and a small ticket window that faces SSW. Concrete steps lead to a

small concrete porch with wooden railings, covered by a sloped metal shed roof. The

porch provides access to both the ticket window/counter and the main entrance (a solid

single-entry door). Two other entrances to the building are located opposite one another

on the NNE and SSW elevations, at nine o’clock and three o’clock relative to the main

door. Both of these entrances are covered with a simple pent roof. Because the site slopes

downward from north to south, the NNE door exits to ground level, while the SSW door

opens to an elevated wooden porch deck with wood railings and steps. The SSW door is

centered on that elevation, with one horizontal eight-light aluminum window to the left

and an air conditioning unit and ductwork to the right. The NNE door also functions as

the handicapped entrance, with a shallow concrete ramp over a concrete pad. The NNE

door is located near the north corner of the building; the shed-roof covering over that

door extends to the left and covers 2/3 of the NNE elevation, including one of the two

windows on that wall.

On either side of the front entrance, each of the NNW and WSW elevations

presents a solid wall with an air conditioning unit and ductwork. The WSW elevation is

also the location of the hall’s electrical breaker boxes and the main electrical line from
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the road into the building. The ENE elevation similarly presents a solid wall with air

conditioning unit and ductwork.

Two additions on the southeast sides of the hall contain the kitchen (SSE) and

stage/restrooms (ESE). The kitchen addition is the larger of the two, and its shallow

gabled roof connects at one end to the original hall (beneath the eaves) and at the other

end to the roof of a covered eating area with a concrete slab floor. A single entry door at

the center of the addition, beneath the gable and facing into the dining pavilion, is

accessed by three narrow concrete steps. A large, horizontal sliding window is located on

either side of this door. The west-facing side of the kitchen addition contains a similar

door and window; the door is covered by a small pent roof and accessed via a wooden

ramp with metal pipe railing. The opposite (east-facing) side of this addition has no door

or window and does not completely cover the original SSE elevation of the hall, leaving

several feet of wall exposed.

The ESE addition spans the entire original wall, with a hipped roof let into the

sectional cone roof. This addition rests on a concrete foundation, but two sub-additions,

one about 4' x 5' in size and the other about 4' x 10', sit on concrete footings and are

covered with rusty metal shed roofs that slant down toward the ground from beneath the

major addition’s eaves. The smaller sub-addition has what appears to be an operable

square four-over-four aluminum sash window. The larger sub-addition is completely

covered with siding and has no windows. A bank of two horizontal sliding windows with

vertical mullions is centered on the rear wall of the ESE addition itself.

The interior of the hall features wood paneling on the walls and a suspended

ceiling of 2' x 4' acoustical tiles. Only the center pole is visible below the suspended

ceiling.
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The following description of the hall was provided by James H. Marsh III, P.E.,

and is dated May 28, 2004. This reflects the condition of the hall following the damaging

windstorm but prior to reconstruction.

The main hall is octagonal in plan (several small attached structures are ignored

for the purposes of this report) and has a +/- 8' 6" high load bearing, wood stud

wall, on the perimeter. The roof structure is supported by the wall and slopes

upward at an approximate 6/12 pitch, to an octagonal cupola that is supported by

the truncated top of the main roof. The original purpose of the cupola, I suspect,

was for ventilation.

In the interior center of the structure is an octagonal wood column (+/- 10

1/2" in diameter with 4" sides), which rises vertically to approximately 26' above

the floor level. Sitting on top of the main column is a +/- 6" x 6" post that rises

and additional +/- 6' to the center of the cupola roof.

The roof structure is constructed with 2" x 4" rafters that originate on the

octagonal outside wood bearing walls and slope to the top octagonal ring. These

rafters are approximately 2' on center and are supported by three internal

octagonal 2" x 8" rings. The lower (first) of the three octagonal rings is supported

by a “truss” system of horizontal tie rods, vertical posts, diagonal tie rods, and 2"

x 4" braces.

The next level of octagonal rings is supported by eight 4" x 4" struts that

radiate out from the main center column. These struts evidence heavy loading as

they are buckled upward with +/- 6" to 8" deflection in an approximate 16"

length. The center of each strut is tied back to the main column by a 3/4" tie rod.

The second interior octagonal ring that these struts support reveals

evidence of compressive failure at each end of most of these 2" x 8" members.
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The top (third) octagonal ring is supported by 2" x 6" struts that bear on the main

column. This third ring also supports the upper diagonal “cupola.”

The original roof was of corrugated metal that was attached to wood lath

that rested on the 2" x 4" rafters. In 1978, this metal roof was removed, and the

rafters were decked in plywood and a composition shingle weather roof was

applied.

The main roof surfaces now exhibit pronounced deflection (8" to 10") in

or about the areas supported by the second ring. This is the ring where the ends

have sheared and failed and in the area supported by the heavily distressed 4" x 4"

struts.”
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Figure 40. Original framing system, Deanville Sons of Hermann Hall. Drawing by James
H. Marsh III, P. E., reprinted by permission of the artist.
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Figure 41. Original reflected roof plan, Deanville Sons of Hermann Hall. Drawing by
James H. Marsh III, P. E., reprinted by permission of the artist.

Reconstruction of the hall included substantially reinforcing the roof framing

system with what appear to be 6" x 6" (triple-laminated 2" x 6") and 4" x 10" (double-

laminated 2" x 10") beams. The system includes three components. First, a 4" x 10" beam

was added below each hip rafter, so that the hip rafter rests on it. Next, a 6" x 6" beam

was let into the end of each 4" x 10", diagonally bracing it against the center pole. Third,
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four hoops of 2" x 6" members, perpendicular to the original rafters and spanning

laterally between the new hip rafters, were attached to each original rafter with short

pieces of 2" x 4" lumber. Finally, where the original tie rods were held in place by two 2"

x 4" members suspended from the hip rafters, those original members were suspended

from the new 6" x 10" hip rafters and braced diagonally against the roof by single 2" x 4"

boards that “tee” into short pieces of 2" x 4" nailed between the original roof rafters.

Figure 42. New (light) wooded structural members added to repair windstorm damage,
Deanville Sons of Hermann Hall. Photo by the author.

In addition to these major structural changes, some individual rafters have been

reinforced with new material where needed.
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Figure 43. Current structural system, Deanville Sons of Hermann Hall. Solid models by
Alan McDougal.
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SPJST LODGE #15, BUCKHOLTS, 1936

This unique round dance hall is located in northwest Milam County, in a small

community established in 1881 as a station on the Gulf, Colorado, and Santa Fe Railroad

after John Buckholts, a resident of Bryan, gave 113 acres for the town and railroad right-

of-way.126 Located at the intersections of Farm-to-Market Road 1915 and US-190/SH-36,

Buckholts was a shipping center for cotton at the end of the nineteenth century.

The SPJST (Slavic Benevolent Order of Texas) Lodge Svornost Jihu No. 15 was

organized in 1897 with members from the neighboring communities of Buckholts,

Marak, and Cameron. After holding meetings in all three communities on a rotating basis

for ten years, members voted to organize a separate lodge at Cameron, which became

Lodge No. 75. At that point, in October 1907, Lodge No. 15 became permanently located

in Buckholts.127

The SPJST hall in Buckholts is the most northerly of the round dance halls in

Texas, one of the most recently built, and the only structure with a modern roof framing

system. Unlike the other round halls, it has no central pole, and its roof is supported by

half-round laminated wood arches that emanate from each corner and meet in the middle

of the hall. While its exterior clearly identifies this building as a round dance hall, inside

it is far removed from any nineteenth-century barn design.

                                                  
126 Marjorie Lengert, The History of Milam County, Thesis, (University of Texas at Austin, August 1949),
169.
127 Morris, A History of the SPJST, 174.
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Figure 44. Exterior, SPJST Lodge No. 15 Hall, Buckholts. Photo by the author.

Architectural History

The first home of Lodge No. 15 was designed in 1907 by Josef Slovacek “and

local members;” it is not clear whether or why construction took four years, but the hall

was not dedicated until July 4, 1911. After that building was destroyed by a storm in

August 1915, the Temple architect Josef Tydlacka designed and built a replacement.128

The book A History of the SPJST notes that this second hall was, at the time, “one of the

most modern halls in Texas,” although no explanation is provided. (An historic photo

shows a rectangular building with hipped roof, flared at the eaves, and topped by a

tripartite louvered cupola. Wide inset doorways, flanked by four or five tall vertical two-

over-two windows, are centered on each of the two elevations visible in the photograph.)

                                                  
128 Ibid.
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That hall too was destroyed, by fire in March 1936. Once again, a new hall was erected

immediately, with the first dance held there on June 7, 1936.129

According to author Geronimo Treviño III, the Buckholts SPJST Hall was quite a

popular venue for live music in the 1950s and 1960s. “Radio station KTAE out of Taylor

used to broadcast live shows from the hall in the early 1950s. Jimmy Heap, Hank

Thompson, and Bob Wills were on some of those shows, which aired every Thursday

evening. Other famous names that played the hall were Slim Whitman, Johnny Horton,

Jim Reeves, Web Pierce, Billy Walker, Kitty Wells, and Little Jimmy Dickens … The

Vrazel Polka Band leased the hall from 1957 to 1971.”130

An historic photo from the lodge’s fiftieth anniversary in 1947 shows that the

original hall had horizontal clapboard siding and four-over-four wood sash windows.

Lodge member Doug Williams says that electricity was installed in the 1950s, and the

hall’s exterior was renovated in the early 1960s. Rough concrete stucco was applied over

the foundation, and panels of vertical tongue-and-groove wood siding were used to cover

all of the original windows, while the horizontal siding was left intact. By 1980, the

shingled roof had been covered (not replaced) with standing-seam sheet metal and an

enormous air conditioning unit was positioned on either side of the front door. At some

point, perhaps when the air conditioning was installed, the cupola was also closed in and

covered over.

Interior remodeling in the 1970s (when the lodge started holding BINGO games)

included the installation of paneling on all of the walls and a suspended 2' x 2' acoustical

tile ceiling. The lodge also installed window-sized air conditioning units on six of the

eight elevations, with one unit on either side of the front door and one per each additional

                                                  
129 Ibid, 174-175.
130 Geronimo Treviño III, Dance Halls and Last Calls: A History of Texas Country Music (Lanham, MD:
Republic of Texas Press, 2002), 74-75.
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wall. They updated the exterior again in the 1990s with vertical siding over the entire

building.

Architectural Description

The Buckholts SPJST hall is located on the southwest edge of town along US-

190/SH-36. It faces south toward the highway, with a dirt and gravel circular driveway

and parking lot in front of the building. The railroad track is directly across the highway.

The hall is sited on a lot that slopes downhill from east to west, and on the west side

where the foundation is the deepest, ventilation grates are built into the otherwise

continuous foundation wall. Like most of the round dance halls, this one is painted white.

Each side of the hall measures 30 feet in length.

The hall is oriented with its front entrance and the stage centered on a north-south

axis. The stage occupies a shallow addition to the north elevation. A second addition,

which was once a covered porch and now houses the kitchen and bar, partially covers the

east and northeast elevations; the original exterior wall is visible within the kitchen/bar

area. This addition also provides handicapped access via a modern metal ramp to a

single-entry door, which is covered with a pent roof made of standing-seam metal.

The two front entry doors are covered by a gabled porch roof supported by two

square concrete posts. The front gable of that porch roof is filled in and clad with vertical

siding, each piece scalloped at its base; on top of the siding, the letters S P J S T are

arranged in a star shape, with the words “SVORNOST JIHU” below that. The space

between the two words is centered under the “star,” with the result that the words

themselves are off-center. The roof in the 1947 photo appears to be covered with

shingles, but today it is clad with metal. A globe light at the peak of the porch’s gable

roof illuminates the concrete steps below.
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The roof is still covered with the standing-seam metal installed in the 1970s. The

small cupola atop the hall currently is capped with a peaked metal roof, and its eight sides

are covered in some sort of solid material. The roof is supported by four laminated wood

arches, each consisting of eight 1" x 8" boards, set in concrete below the finished floor

and are connected to one another and the exterior wall by metal tie rods. All of the tie

rods extending horizontally through the arches meet at the center of the hall, where they

are suspended by a vertical tie rod that is said to connect to the arches where they meet at

the center.131 At least two beams span between the front door and the stage; two rows of

modern ceiling fans are suspended from structural members just above the drop ceiling.

Figure 45. Laminated arches support the roof of SPJST Lodge No. 15. Photos by the
author.

                                                  
131 The suspended ceiling is elevated at the center section, and available ladders were not tall enough to
remove the acoustical tiles to get a look at the center support structure. Doug Williams described the
connections of the arches above the ceiling.
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Figure 46. Structural system, SPJST Lodge No. 15. Components shown in blue are
known; magenta indicates information provided by owner but not observed.
Solid models by Alan McDougal.
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The interior of the hall is paneled in wood; the dance floor appears to be oak and

is need of refinishing. The interior kitchen addition retains its original porch ceiling of

rough wood planks and opens to the main part of the hall through a large cut-out window

in each elevation as well as an open doorway. Although this hall is one of the smaller

examples in this study, because of its open ceiling plan and large open kitchen area, it

feels quite spacious.

WALLIS AMERICAN LEGION HALL, 1937

Wallis is located in southern Austin County at the intersections of State

Highways 36 and 60. The town of Wallis, like Buckholts, was established by a land grant

given to create a right-of-way for the Gulf, Colorado, and Santa Fe Railroad. A “cattle

round-up area,” originally called Bovine Bend, was settled by William and Lydia Guyler

in 1845. Mr. Guyler was the area’s first postmaster in 1873 and owned the commercial

enterprises necessary to build a community: a saw mill, a grist mill, and a cotton gin. The

Guylers sold 100 acres of their land to the Gulf, Colorado, and Santa Fe Railroad for $10,

and after an additional land purchase, the 150-acre townsite was platted in 1880, when

the railroad came through. Wallis was named for Joseph Edmund Wallis, a Galveston

businessman who owned the mercantile firm Wallis, Landes, and Company, and a

director of the railroad along with other prominent Galvestonians such as George Sealy,

H. Kempner, Julius Runge, and W. L. Moody.132

                                                  
132 “Town of Wallis Founded in 1853 as Bovine Bend,” The Sealy News, April 17, 1936; also these
undated and uncited articles from the local archive file at the Koch Memorial Library: “Wallis: General
Bragg and the Santa Fe” (#21), “Wallis: the Railroad Arrives”(#22), “Wallis: Heading North” (#23), and
“Wallis: The Original Townsite” (#24).
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Figure 47. Exterior, Wallis American Legion Hall. Photo by Alan McDougal.

Architectural History

American Legion Post 200 was organized in Wallis, on the southern edge of

Austin County, in 1933. The Post bought the six acres of land on which the hall sits from

Dr. W. T. Brown for $600. Work began on the lot in 1936; construction — financed by

the membership — began in February 1937 and was completed one month later, with the

hall’s dedication taking place on March 29, 1937. The American Legion Hall

immediately became the primary venue for community dances, replacing the Bernard

River Platform on John and Frank Korcak’s farm.133 According to Post member Dennis

Koronek, the hall has been expanded over the years, first by about six feet all around to

create a seating area, and then by another 18-20' in the 1970s. The electrical wiring was

updated in the early 1980s.

                                                  
133 Austin County Historical Commission, Dance Halls of Austin County, 55.
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Architectural Description

The Wallis American Legion Hall is located on State Highway 60 near its

intersection with State Highway 36 in southern Austin County. It faces southeast toward

the road. The building consists of an octagonal main hall, to which is attached a

substantial kitchen/dining hall. The hall is surrounded by pasture and encircled by a

gravel driveway.  Directly in front of the hall are a flagpole and monument.

The hall has been expanded to add a large seating area on the south, southwest,

and west sides of the dance floor, as well as a stage and restrooms (both on the northwest

elevation). The roof consists of a sectional cone that flares into a shed roof to cover these

additions. An octagonal wooden cupola atop the building has an shingled roof with a vent

pipe at its peak; the cupola appears to have been originally sided with horizontal

clapboard, and the louvered opening on each side is now covered with a square of painted

plywood.

At the main entrance of the hall, a large gable is built into the roof. The front

elevation is clad in brown brick, and as a result, the exterior looks a bit more modern than

the other round dance halls. The rest of the dance hall and the attached kitchen/bar

building are covered in wood siding.

The exterior walls of the additions to the south, southwest, and west elevations are

all clad with vertical siding, and each wall contains five windows that have been covered

with panels of siding and are no longer operable. A large air conditioning unit is elevated

to roof level on a scaffold next to the south elevation. The southwest elevation contains a

solid single-entry door in the place of the northern-most window; this entrance is covered

by a large flat roof supported on slender metal poles. A single concrete step provides

access to the door and leads to a concrete sidewalk along the perimeter of the building.
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The northwest elevation, which contains the stage and restrooms, is less wide than

the original wall, leaving a notch of space between this addition and the west-facing

addition to its right; this space is occupied by a large air conditioning unit and enclosed

by a chain-link fence. The stage addition is characterized by a small section of hipped

roof set into the lower edge of the sectional cone, which flares into a second hipped roof

(only partially attached to the upper); the remainder of this second roof attaches to the

original exterior wall below the eaves. This elevation is also covered with vertical siding,

and a single door is visible in the center of the rear wall. A second large air conditioning

unit is located behind the hall in this location and is similarly protected by a chain-link

fence. A door is present on the northeast side of this addition.

The north elevation of the octagonal dance hall is truncated by its connection to

the rectangular kitchen building. The kitchen building also faces southeast, with a front

gable above a single-entry door, two vertical fixed single-pane windows, and two square,

operable, one-over-one sash windows. The northeast elevation of the kitchen building has

a wide overhanging eave that shelters another solid single-entry door at each end of the

wall. Several windows are present on the most northerly end of this wall. On the

northwest elevation of the kitchen building, one square one-over-one sash window on the

left side of the wall shares space with a dozen electrical circuit breaker boxes. The siding

on this elevation, unlike the rest of the building, is horizontal.

The east elevation of the dance hall has been altered to create a straight

connecting wall with three vertical single-pane fixed windows between the original hall

and the kitchen/bar building.

Inside the hall, the main doorway is flanked by an office and a storage room,

creating an entry hall where Post memorabilia is displayed. The office is accessed via a

single-entry interior door, while the storage room has a double door. All of the interior
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walls are covered with wood paneling. The only windows visible from the interior are on

the aforementioned connecting wall. Access to the kitchen building is gained through a

roll-up garage-style door covered in paneled wood; steps down from this doorway lead to

the bar area, with a kitchen/meeting room toward the rear of the space.

In the dance hall, the dance floor measures 72' across and 27' 6" on each side. The

floor is covered in 2 1/4" oak strip flooring, with the additions floored in 3 1/4" pine.

Where the original exterior walls were removed to add the seating areas, wooden posts

support the sill below the octagonal roof; these posts are doubled up beneath each hip

rafter. A platform with benches originally surrounded the entire hall, with breaks for

doorways. Ghosts of this platform are evident in the floor where the additions are located.

Figure 48. Interior, Wallis American Legion Hall, showing center column, perimeter
columns, and support posts beneath original top sill. Photo by the author.

Like the Mixville Sunrise Hall, the Wallis American Legion Hall shows signs of

the builders’ attempts to support a large, heavy roof with light milled lumber – in this

case, placing single long 2" x 4" boards on end, in compression, between the center post
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and the hip rafters. This lumber, loaded beyond its structural capacity, has been buckling

more and more seriously over time, as is evidenced by comparing the photo of the roof

from the 1993 Dance Halls of Austin County book134 to photos taken in 2007.

Figure 49. Structural members are overloaded in compression and buckling (yellow
arrows), pulling apart supports (red arrow). Wallis American Legion Hall.
Photo by Alan McDougal.

The center column in this building is a two-part structure. The bottom section,

below the primary horizontal beams, is a square concrete column with chamfered corners.

This is currently boxed in by a 1" x 1" frame filled with white wooden lattice. Above the

beams, the top section of the center column is constructed with six 2" x 6" members,

standing on edge and arranged in a starburst fashion. These are held together with hoops

of 2" x 4" lumber. Additional short 2" x 4" pieces are nailed to two of the vertical

                                                  
134 Austin County Historical Commission, Dance Halls of Austin County, 81.
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members to create a ladder to the cupola opening above. The hip rafters meet at the top of

this center column.

The next structural members that transfer loads from the roof to the center post

are the aforementioned 2" x 4" members, which are all seriously buckled, with deflection

of nearly one foot in some cases. A hoop of 2" x 2" stock, apparently tacked around these

2" x 4" beams to try to prevent them from buckling further, is coming apart.

The remainder of the roof framing system rests upon the primary horizontal

beams, each of which is constructed with two 2" x 6" beams blocked apart by 2" x 6"

spacers. Each horizontal beam forms the bottom chord of a pitched Pratt truss, with the

hip rafter making up the top chord. The hip rafters are also made of two 2" x 6" beams

blocked apart with 2" x 6" spacers. The web members are vertical and diagonal 2" x 6"

struts, spaced evenly along the horizontal beam in a zig-zag pattern. Where the struts

meet the hip rafters and horizontal beams, they are sandwiched in the space between the

2" x 6" members. The horizontal beams are supported just inside the original perimeter

walls by square concrete columns.
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Figure 50. Structural system, Wallis American Legion Hall. Members overloaded in
compression are shown in green. Solid models by Alan McDougal.
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CONCLUSION

Joachim Hintz created two distinctly different buildings: The Bellville

Turnverein, which was copied almost exactly for the pavilion at Cat Spring, and the

Peters-Hacienda Community Hall. The Sealy Liedertafel Hall, a smaller building than

those designed by Hintz, was constructed using a more simplified approach, and each of

the halls that followed falls somewhere along the spectrum between the elegant

complexity of the framing systems in Bellville and Cat Spring and the elegant simplicity

of the Liedertafel Hall.

It is clear that Joachim Hintz created a building design that was widely copied in

terms of its exterior appearance and functionality — even the Buckholts SPJST Hall,

with its modern interior framing, displays a common “round Texas dance hall” look —

but an examination of interior framing systems reveals no pattern of design evolution

from hall to hall over time. With no information available to explain why any of the

round dance halls of Texas were built as they were, one can only observe what is present

and draw conclusions from those observations.

By the 1900s, the builders of the more recent dance halls may have been more

than just unwilling to copy Hintz’s design: the heavy lumber available at the turn of the

century was no longer so readily available. The development of milled dimensional

lumber in the early twentieth century may have necessarily driven the development of

unique framing systems for each of the dance halls that followed.

Because the roof of a round dance hall is one of its defining features, it is not

surprising that damage to the roof poses one of the most serious threats to these buildings.

This is seen time and time again in the case of round barns, in which roof damage proves

to be difficult to repair due to the building’s size and complexity, and deterioration often
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progresses quickly to utter failure of the entire roof. While the dance halls of Texas rarely

are threatened by snow — a major factor in the loss of round barn roofs — wind damage

such as that seen at Deanville, falling tree limbs, or other damaging forces can quickly

penetrate a lightly-constructed dance hall roof. When the roof is damaged, the entrance of

moisture not only ruins the floor below, but also can seriously affect the stability of the

roof framing system, causing rot and eventual collapse.

With that said, the round dance halls (even vacant and dilapidated Mixville

Sunrise Hall) have survived over time with very little structural damage. Where active

organizations have maintained them regularly, the halls are generally in good or even

excellent condition. Even those halls with problems such as outdated electrical wiring,

aging roofing materials, and floors in need of refinishing are in little danger of falling

down about their owners’ ears.

Another problem that threatens the preservation of these structures is the aging

membership of some of the organizations upon whom these buildings depend for the

aforementioned maintenance and ongoing care. Changes in the use of leisure time have

made weekly dances a thing of the past at many of these halls, particularly those in close

proximity to one another as these round halls are. Population shifts of younger residents

to more urban areas or of retirees to rural communities have also played a part.

Finally, these dance halls are located in rural areas without access to fire hydrants

or water standpipe systems. Adding water tanks sufficient to supply a fire sprinkler

system is cost-prohibitive, and resulting water damage to wooden dance floors

unacceptable to many dance hall owners. As a result, these wooden structures are at great

risk from fire. According to Brian Phoebus, director of National Trust Insurance Services,

if a rural fire department’s response time exceeds 5–10 minutes, a fire in a building like a

dance hall or barn is likely to result in a total loss.
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Overall, however, round dance halls face the same issues and challenges as other

historic buildings. Finding new uses to sustain the buildings’ viability; preventing fire,

wind, and moisture damage; and making these halls relevant to younger generations are

all keys to preserving Texas’ round dance halls.

The last round dance hall in Texas was built in 1937, and by that time, few new

dance halls of any shape were being constructed in Texas. As seen in East Bernard,

however, when an opportunity arises to build a new hall, the round form is still valued

and sought after.

Texas’ round dance halls were born from the imagination of an inspired farmer-

carpenter and disseminated through farming communities along the paths of German and

Czech immigrants. The dance halls’ continued active use depends on the preservation of

both the physical structures and the organizations they serve. With attention to both, this

unique building type should survive to be enjoyed by Texans for years to come.
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Glossary

Agriculture experiment station: a research institution designed to facilitate the systematic

study and promotion of agricultural science.

Balusters: closely spaced vertical members that support the upper railing of a balustrade,

often decorative in design and appearance.

Balustrade: an enclosure consisting of railing(s) and balusters, usually placed at the edge

of a stairway or balcony to prevent an accidental fall.

Banked barn: a barn built on relatively flat land with an earthen ramp constructed against

one side to allow farm equipment to be driven in and out of an upper level.

Barn kit: a complete set of unassembled building materials that has been prepared and

packaged for inexpensive delivery to the buyer, who then is responsible for

assembling the barn on his or her site.

Beam: a rigid horizontal structural member designed to carry and transfer transverse

loads between supporting elements.135

Brace: a diagonal, inclined structural member that provides lateral stability.136

Buckling: the lateral instability of a slender structural member under compression.137

Common rafter: a rafter that extends from the peak of the roof to the top sill of the

exterior wall, with no function other than the support of the sheathing and roof

covering.138

Conscription: involuntary enrollment into military service.

                                                  
135 Ching, A Visual Dictionary of Architecture, 15.
136 Ibid, 243.
137 Ibid, 40.
138 Ibid, 210.
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Cupola: a small structure at the peak of a roof that enables the passive ventilation of

warm air from within the building.

Dead load: a vertical downward force made up of the weight of a structure, all of its

materials, and the elements permanently attached to it.139

Dodecagon: a 12-sided structure.

Extant: still standing; not destroyed or lost.

Fenestration: windows, doors, and other exterior openings.

Finial: an ornamental feature at the top of an architectural element (such as a post).

Footing: a foundation element with an enlarged base to transfer load over a greater

area.140

Hip jack: a jack rafter extending from a hip rafter to the top sill of a wall.141

Hip rafter: a rafter at the junction of two sloping sides of a roof.142

Hoop: a series of horizontal members attached to vertical posts, diagonal brace, or hip

rafters, which provide lateral stability for those framing elements by tying them

together into a structural system.

Jack rafter: any rafter shorter than the full length of the slope of the roof.143

Lath: thin, narrow strips of wood attached perpendicularly to rafters in order to support

roofing material.144

Louver: slanted, fixed or movable slats that allow air flow but prevent the entry of

precipitation.145

Mullion: a slender vertical member between two doors or windows.146

                                                  
139 Ibid, 151.
140 Ibid, 100.
141 Ibid, 211.
142 Ibid.
143 Ibid.
144 Ibid, 190.
145 Ibid, 64.
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Newel post: a post supporting one end of a handrail.147

Non-orthogonal: having no right angles.

Pavilion: an open, airy building used for concerts, exhibitions, etc.

Pent roof: a shed roof attached to the side of a building with no vertical supports.

Pier: a masonry foundation support built into the ground to sustain vertical pressure.

Polygonal: multi-sided.

Post: a vertical structural member.

Purlin: a roof framing element, usually perpendicular to the rafters.

Rafter: one of a series of parallel structural members that support a roof.148

Round: (as applied to barns and dance halls) multi-sided, with no right angles.

Sectional cone roof: a roof constructed of flat sloping sections, connected at the hip

rafters to create a generally conical shape.

Shutter: a wooden covering over a window opening.

Silo: a typically cylindrical agricultural structure used to store animal feed.

Stanchion: a vertical support.

Tie rod: an iron or steel rod that prevents the lower ends of an arch or truss from

spreading.149

True-round: barrel-shaped, having no angles.

Ventilator: a metal fixture with openings that allow air to escape.

                                                                                                                                                      
146 Ibid, 62.
147 Ibid, 235.
148 Ibid, 211.
149 Webster’s Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language (New York: Gramercy Books,
1996), 1982.
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